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WHEN USED WITH AMPEREX MATED CAVITIES 

TUBE TYPE 

8814 

8812 

8813 

CHANNEL 2 -6 
SYNC LOAD POWER (KW) 

CHANNEL 7 -13 
SYNC LOAD POWER (KW) 

1.5 1.5 

6.25 8.75 

12.5 17.5 

17.5 25.0 

*Rentstered trademark of N V Philip=_ of Holland 

From Amperex... 

who gave you the 

Plumbicon* TI/camera tube 

that revolutionized 

color broadcasting 

all over the world... 

...a line of power tubes 
for your new transmitters 
that will free you at last 
from worry over reliability. 

Amperex cavity- matched and mated VHF TV power tetrodes, 
provide the high reliability that is an absolute necessity for 
television broadcast stations. Available in sync -level power 
ratings from 1.5 to 25 KW and for operation in channels 2 
through 13, these air -cooled tubes are designed and rated 
specifically for television broadcast service. 

They feature "K" grid material for long and stable life; 
mesh filaments and grids for high power gain, efficiency 
and mechanical strength and rugged coaxial metal- ceramic 
construction that lends itself readily to cavity operation. 

Optimally matched cavities for each type are available for 
both low- and high -band service and for both video 
and sound transmission. 

Amperex precision design and manufacture of the tube 
and matching cavity is your best assurance of reliable, trouble - 
free performance. When you think of TV broadcast equipment 
...think of it from the Plumbicon tubes in your cameras 
through the power tubes in your transmitter. 

For additional information on the complete line of Amperex 
cavity- matched VHF -TV power tetrodes, write: 
Amperex Electronic Corporation, Product Manager, 
Power Tubes , Hicksville, NewYork 11802. 

Amperex 
TOMORROW'S THINKING IN TODAY'S PRODUCTS 

A NORTH AMERICAN PHILIPS COMPANY 
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AP" 

Increase your station's capability and programming flexibility by selecting Collins 4- charnel 
212K -1 or 8- channel 212L -1. Both are all new, all solid- state. And packed with features such as 
reverse cue and stereo headphone output jacks. 

The 212L -1 has dual stereo monitor outputs and a monaural program output. 

Both consoles have fresh new styling -easy to look at. comfortable to use. . \ \\ 
And under this new look ... Collins design and manufacturing quality. COLLINS 
For more information, see your Collins representative or contact \ 
Collins Radio Company Dept 400 Dallas Texas 75207 
Phone: (214) 235 -7863 (direct line). 
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You can make that canned 
sound more alive than if you 
are on the air live. How? 
Improve the quality of 
ingredients by capturing only 
fresh announcers and dj's; then 
serve piping hot on 1971 auto- 
mation gear. Illustration by 
Sudduth. 

BROADBAND 
INFORMATION SERVICES, INC. 

200 Madison Ave. 
New York, N.Y. 10016 
212- 685 -5320 

Editor: 
James A. Lippke 

Technical Editor: 
Thomas R. Haskett 

Assistant Editor: 
A. E. Gehlhaar 

Art Director: 
Gus Sauter 

Production Manager: 
Arline G. Jacobs 

FCC Counsel: 
Pittman Lovett Ford 

and White 1Hennessey 

tjhOnDCF)L)l MANAGE MENTA NGINLLRING 

SEPTEMBER 1971 /VOLUME 7/ NUMBER 9 

6 Broadcast Industry News 
FCC's cable proposal trades distant signal rights for public service 
channels. 

12 Audio File 
New quadrasonic approach from CBS Labs. 

14 Interpreting the FCC Rules and Regulations 
Multiple ownership rules. 

RADIO AUTOMATION 

18 Plan Before Buying 
Management message: Determine your program objectives first. 

20 For Maximum Flexibility, Consider the Computer 
For engineers and managers: What the computer can do. 

22 Achieving Cost -Effective Automation 
Management message: Go to program director first, then engineering. 
Engineering message: Buy only the versatility you need. 

25 Announcers Prefer Automation to Platter Spinning 
For managers: You can get your staff to learn to love automation. 

25 Prerequisite for Alive Sound: Jocks Who Can Preplan 
For managers: Prepare your staff for automation. 

VIDEO AUTOMATION 

28 The Video Cart Machine: RCA's Approach 
to Station -Break Automation 
For managers: How WDCA uses the video cart. 

31 Design Features of the Ampex Video Cassette Recorder 
For engineers and managers: Implications of the Ampex video cassette 
recorder. 

CM /E MAGAZINE: For Cable Readers Only 

37 Broadcast Equipment 
New and significant products for broadcast and cable. 

44 New Literature 
Useful reading materials. 

BM /E, BROADCAST MANAGEMENT /ENGINEERING, is published monthly by Broad- 
band Information Services, Inc. All notices pertaining to undeliverable mail or sub- 
scriptions should be addressed to 200 Madison Ave., New York, N.Y. 10016. BM /E 

is circulated without charge to those responsible for station operation and for specifying 
and authorizing the purchase of equipment used in broadcast facilities. These facilities 
include AM, FM, and TV broadcast stations; CATV systems; ETV stations; networks and 
studios; audio and video recording studios; consultants, etc. Subscription prices to others: 
$15.00 one year, $25.00 two. 
Copyright r 1971 by Broadband Information Services, Inc.. New York City. 
Controlled Circulation postage paid at Duluth, Minn. 
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DIGITAL MACHINE 
CONTROL SYSTEMS 
(FOR FILM CHAINS, VTR'S, ETC.) 

With the new GVG machine control sys- 

tem, pushbutton commands from the 
studio are encoded into digital form and 
transmitted serially on a single audio pair. 
The information is decoded at film or 
VTR locations to provide contact clo- 
sures. The status of the control relays is 

then transmitted back to the studios for 
confirmation of proper operation. Each 

controllled machine has a unique address, 
so that only desired equipment will be 

operated. 
The delegation of control functions is ac- 

complished by connecting the machine 
receiving terminal to the proper studio 
control bus. These control buses are 

routed to all film and tape machines in a 

loop- through fashion. The machine re- 

ceiving terminals are merely bridged onto 
the desired control bus. There is no prac- 
tical limit to the number of machines the 
system can handle, still using the same 

single audio pair per studio. 
Studio control panels can be arranged in 

any desired fashion. A particularly com- 
pact and versatile arrangement is illus- 
trated in the photo. 

STUDIO 

ENCODERS 

DECODER 

BLOCK DIAGRAM 

ACTUAL SIZE 

TRANSMISSION PATH FILM OR TAPE ROOM 

SHIELDED PAIR 

STUDIO A 

TO OTHER 
MACHINES 

CONTROL 
PANE L 

STUDIO B 

STUDIO C 

r--- 
o 
0 

io 
o 

lo 
lo 
L__ J 

DELEGATE 

SWITCH 

THE GRASS VALLEY GROUP, INC 

ENCODER/ 
DECODER 

i 

MACHINE 

CONTROL 
RELAYS 

AA 

FILM 
PROJ. 

OR 

VTR 

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION, CONTACT GRAVCO SALES, INC. 

6515 Sunset Blvd. Station Plaza East 125 South Wilke Road 2626 Mockingbird Lane 

LOS ANGELES, CALIF. GREAT NECK, N.Y. ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, ILL. DALLAS, TEXAS 
12131462 -6618 (5161487 -1311 (3121 394-1344 (2141352 -2475 

1644 Tullie Circle, N 

ATLANTA, GEORG 
14041 634 -0521 
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BROADCAST INDUSTRY 

FCC's Cable Proposal: 
Half of All Bandwidth to 
Non -broadcast 
The FCC's plans for CATV regu- 
lation as outlined to Congress Au- 
gust 5 have been reported widely. 
As expected, the FCC has now 
judged that distant signals (two) 
in top 100 markets can, and over- 
lapping signals (if viewed signif- 
icantly) shall, be carried. Man- 
datory and minimum standards 
have been set and, in return, cable 
must provide "substantial non - 
broadcast bandwidth." What the 
FCC expects to see in the way of 
additional channels, access to 
them, total capacity and require- 
ments for two -way have been de- 
tailed. 

The report also said that tech- 
nical standards will be required 
(within a five -year compliance 
period) covering frequency toler- 
ances, visual and aural carrier 
levels, frequency response, termi- 
nal isolation, and radiation. Per- 
formance tests once a year will be 
mandatory. 

Federal -state and local relations 
were covered. The Commision 
backed away from specific rules 
but said it would hold up appli- 
cations and ask for a showing if 
the franchise fee to the local gov- 
ernment was in excess of three 
percent, if legal and financial 
qualifications of the operator ap- 
peared inadequate, if the entire 
franchise area were not built up 
at a rate of 20 percent per year, 
and if there was no reasonable 
limit to the franchise duration 
(such as 15 years). 

The FCC held off on cross - 
and multiple -ownership rules, rates 
on public access, carriage of radio, 
and modification of TV sets, but 
said it would be making further 
inquiries on all these issues. 

The Commission promised it 
would tackle the copyright problem 
within two years if it had not been 
solved in the meantime. The for- 
mal rule making will come be- 
fore the end of the year and would 
go into effect March 1, 1972. 

The FCC proposal is clearly 
based on the premise that cable 
operators will usher in a new 

milennium in communications by 
happily providing half of their 
bandwidth for other public services 
in exchange for the right to carry 
two distant signals. UHF is pro- 
tected by certain mandatory rules. 
The old footnote 69 rhubarb is 
hopefully solved by permitting car- 
riage of overlapping Grade B sig- 
nals if significantly viewed. 

To figure out what is permis- 
sible, you have to follow a chain 
of logic. It's mandatory to carry all 
stations licensed to a specific mar- 
ket that are within 35 miles of the 
cable system (in markets smaller 
than 100, all Grade B signals 
shall be carried upon request). 
Further, it's now mandatory to 
carry Grade B signals coming in 
from adjoining markets if the sys- 
tem is wholly within 35 miles of 
the station and if the station gets 
at least a three percent share of 
viewers at any given time and 
has net weekly circulation of 25 
percent or more (meaning one - 
quarter of all TV households have 
tuned to the station at least for 
five minutes a week -using ARB 
measurements). 

Under the new rules, viewers 
are guaranteed a certain minimum 
service which is three networks 
plus independent stations as fol- 
lows: markets 1 -50, 3; markets 
51 -100, 2; smaller markets, 1. 
If these minimums aren't met by 
the mandatory requirements, dis- 
tant signals will be required. 

If, in the top 100 markets, two 
distant signals are not necessary 
to meet the minimum require- 
ment formula, they are available 
as bonus additional services. Pre- 
liminary FCC studies show that 
significant viewing of overlapping 
market signals will make up mini- 
mums so that most top 100 mar- 
kets will have a choice of two 
additional distant signals. Distant 
UHF stations get priority and 
leapfrogging rules have been set. 

Further, all educational stations 
within 35 miles must be carried 
and, on request, those delivering 
predicted Grade B signals. Others 
can be carried if there is no ob- 
jection. 

The FCC report envisions "a 
future in which the principal serv- 

ices, channels used, and potential 
sources of income will be other 
than over-the-air signals." Ac- 
cordingly, the Commission spelled 
out priorities for non -broadcast 
use. Basically for each broadcast 
signal carried, equivalent band- 
width is required. One free dedi- 
cated, public- access channel will be 
required. Two other channels - 
one for educational use and an- 
other for state and local govern- 
ment use -must be set aside for 
five years for "development" pur- 
poses. 

After these three channels are 
made available, the remainder of 
the bandwidth shall be made avail- 
able for leased uses. Part -time 
users get priority over those who 
would lease full-time. No rigid 
rules governing access and control 
are expected. The FCC is looking 
for experimentation. 

The FCC said that new cable 
systems have built -in the capacity 
for two -way communications. No 
details were given, but one sen- 
tence said viewers should also 
have a capability enabling them to 
choose whether or not the feed- 
back circuit is activated. 

CRTC Sets Policy: 
Less Bold Than USA 
The Canadian Radio -Television 
Commision declared a public pol- 
icy for cable in mid -July which is 
designed to integrate cable with 
broadcasting -mainly Can ad i an 
broadcasting. 

Significantly, the CRTC decided 
that cable TV should pay for the 
Canadian programs it takes from 
stations. It suggests a payment 
based on gross revenue per mile 
and requested the broadcast -cable 
industry to decide the fee. Copy- 
right payments (not yet set) were 
viewed as not equitable to stations. 

A priority system for carrying 
Canadian services was set up after 
which up to three USA signals 
could be imported. The CRTC 
authorized substituting Canadian 
ads for USA commercials if de- 
sired by Canadian stations. Cable 
TV is still prohibited from selling 
time. 

(Continued on page 8) 
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If you are 
contemplating 

a switching system, 
you should take a look at 

DYNAIR's 
Series-MOO equipment. 

30-MHz Bandwidth 
No limitations on input/output 

configuration or capacity 
Any type of control including 

pushbutton, thumb wheel, 
dial, or computer interface 

Full machine-control capability 
Audio-follow capability 
Excellent system MTBF rate 

,64.444.44 ' 64.; 4,4-4 

41P6 411F) GP) 

SW 61.41. to 6.6. tw voor, 

.66 

GIP 

SW M. SW till& tW160. )10114 66. SMI 1.011 6M !MI* 

OD 4P) CIP, 

4, 4 *4 

SM IOWA 61M SION. tmSW61s 

That's right. Take a look at the Series-5100 . . . 

take a look at the leader. Take a look at the 
equipment used in many of the world's largest 
video switching systems, including numerous crit- 
ical aerospace, military and broadcast applications. 

You'll find a very flexible package which is 

designed to simplify assembly of systems of 
virtually any size or configuration, and with most 
methods of switch control. And a complete 
machine-control capability too. A total system 
concept, designed to fill your needs, regardless of 
the complexity of your requirement. And, if you 
desire, we will design your system. rack it, wire it 
and test it as a system. Custom control panels are 
no problem either. 

If a Series-5100 won't fill your needs, check 
with us anyway. We manufacture a variety of 
other switching equipment too, including a full 
line of inexpensive production switchers, 70-MHz 
computer-controlled IF switching systems, and 

Stu t 
..764.16.6.664.4co 

of greater than 50 MHz, with full equalization of 
all video paths. Much of our equipment wi:1 also 
handle high-speed data. 

Whether you need a local-pushbutton-controlled 
1 2X1 2 matrix, or a 500X500 computer-controlled 
audio-follow system, your best bet is DYNAIR. 

So leave your problem with the experts . . . send 
us your requirements today. We'll fire back a 
design and quotation with a realistic approach to 
the solution. 
r 

DYNAIR Electronics, Inc. 
6360 Federal Blvd., San Diego, Calif. 92114 
Telephone (714) 582-9211 

n We are planning a switching system, please have your 
representative call. 

Please send a copy of "Video Switching Techniques" 

NAME 
COMPANY 
ADDRESS 

solid-state video switching systems for bandwidths LCITY 

TITLE 

STATE ZIP 
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You Can't Beat 
the System! 

Colortran's Dimmer System, 
It's the best on the market. Here's why! 

Take the problem of dimmer interference in your 
audio /video system. Through new developments in 
filtering and a new slow turn -on cycle we've 
dramatically improved performance in this area. No 
more interference in microphones, quiets singing 
lamp filaments. 
Consider curve consistency and shaping. Available 
with either square law or linear voltage curves, 
excellent curve consistency is achieved through 
extremely rigid quality control and high quality 
electronic components. (SCRs in our dimmers have a 
lifetime warranty.) Curve shaping is done once, 
precisely and correctly at the factory. No drift to worry 
about after that ... ever! 
That's how we like to do everything here at Colortran, 
once ... right. Our Lighting Control systems are 
no exception. They're designed to take advantage of 
the most modern low -cost manufacturing methods. 
That, combined with quality electronic components 
of current manufacture in printed circuits with 
integrated component packages, insures a stable, 
trouble free long life and built in ease of servicing. 
It all adds up to long term savings for you. 
Available in 3, 6, and 12 KW capacities, 120 or 240 
volts, 50 or 60 Hertz. All UL approved. 
Colortran lighting control systems are the most 
reliable and outstanding performers on the market 
today. 
So ... for the system that can't be beat - go 
Colortran. 
For more information, write for illustrated brochure. 

Colortran orvIsoH or 

Berkey 
Photo Inc. 

Berkey Colortran 1015 Chestnut St., Burbank, Calif. 91502 213 843 -1200 

Circle 132 on Reader Service Card 
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Five -year licenses are antici- 
pated. Heavy local programming 
was encouraged but the topic of 
two -way communications got no 
attention. Use of midband was 
anticipated as necessary. 

TV From the Moon: Great 
Anybody who watched the mar- 
velous colorcasts of Dave Scott and 
Jim Irwin at work on the moon 
knows that the pictures had high 
quality, considerably above that 
of TV from earlier Apollo mis- 
sions. That was a triumph of col- 
laboration between the main an- 
tagonists in the great color war 
of the 1940's. 

The moon camera was built by 
RCA, but uses a revolving color 
disc installed by Columbia and op- 
erating in its sequential field sys- 
tem, the system that lost out to 
RCA's color dots in the drag -down 
fight over color methods. The 
higher resolution and light effi- 
ciency of the color disc method 
presumably won it a berth on the 
moon trip. Also essential to the 
fine results was RCA's silicon in- 
tensifier target tube, with an image 
matrix of silicon diodes and a light 
amplifier which make the tube us- 
able over the extreme light range, 
from near darkness to blinding sun. 

Other communications giants 
had large shares in the Apollo 15 
TV production. Comsat's Intelsat 
satellites relayed a good part of the 
live moon material to the Houston 
Spacecraft Center, and then took it 
from there, along with the domestic 
networks, and spread it around the 
world. Western Union, ITT, and 
AT &T, under special FCC author- 
ization, furnished various links in 
the splash -down coverage, joining 
the USS Okinawa with Intelsat 
III, New York, San Francisco, and 
the Jamesburg, California, satellite 
earth station. 

"Public Access" Cable 
Channels Get Big 
Start in New York 
Both of Manhattan's cable outfits 
gave elaborate send -offs to the 
opening of their "public access" 
channels, required under their fran- 
chises with the city. Sterling Man- 
hattan, which serves the southern 
half of the island, announced a 
contract with the American Foun- 
dation on Automation and Em- 
ployment, under which the Foun- 
dation will establish a Community 
Television Center with complete 
studio and recording facilities con- 
nected directly by cable to Ster- 
ling's system. The facilities will be 

(Continued on page 50) 
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BUILD YOUR SIGNAL 
ON A SOLID 

140 -Series Generators give you the solid foundation needed FOUNDATIO to originate sync and subcarrier and to test all, or parts of 
the total TV system with highest -quality test signals. 

First, the 140, or the 144, or the 146 Generator produces 
EIA sync with exceptional time stability because the sync 
circuitry is largely digital. A proportional control oven, which 
contains both the quartz crystal and the entire oscillator 
circuit, insures error -free operation of the color standard. 

Second, the 147 Generator provides all the recognized 
in- service and full field test signals, except color bars which 
are produced by the 140 (or 144 or 146). Function gen- 
erators and digital timing circuits substantially eliminate 
aberrations, instability and the front panel readjustments so 
often associated with products of this type. Yet, the 147 
has the flexibility to be reprogrammed easily to meet special 
test signal needs. 

Third, in- service testing with 147 Generator VITS is safe. 
Program material is handled very carefully. We realize it 
earns the revenue and protect it as follows: 

VITS insertion cannot occur in the absence of gen -lock. 

VITS are previewed before insertion. 

VITS insertion control can be remoted. 

Only preselect VITS will be inserted and incoming VITS 
will be deleted before that insertion occurs. 

Fail -safe operation is assured by relay loop- through 
control. 

For many applications just one generator is required. See 
the chart for a summary of performance. Other TV Products 
are available from Tektronix, Inc. Ask your Field Engineer 
about the 140 Series and Picture and Waveform Monitors, 
Vectorscopes, TV Oscilloscopes and TV Accessories. 

140 or R140* NTSC SIGNAL GENERATOR .. $2150 
144 or R144* NTSC SIGNAL GENERATOR .. $2500 
146 or R146* NTSC SIGNAL GENERATOR .. $2500 
147 or R147* NTSC SIGNAL GENERATOR .. $2900 
*R designates rackmount 

U.S. Sales Prices FOB Beaverton, Oregon 

N 
Features 140 144 146 147 

EIA Sync 

Gen -Lock 0 
Color Bars 

Linearity 

Multiburst 

Pulse & Bar 

Window 

Field Squarewave 

Noise Test 

Two VITS Composite 
i 

APL Bounce 

VITS Addition 0 0 0 
VITS Deletion 
& Insertion 

Remote Control 0 
Video Insert 

Convergence Pattern I 
Vertical Interval 
Reference (VIR) 

TEKTRONIX 
commided fa 

tech fki , excellence 

PROGRAM CONTROL 197 nrx 
V175 11119.11110011 

F7-z°1 
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Plug 
s63,000 
savings:.. 

with a Norelco 
color camera that USE 

triaxial cable. 
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Savings with the new Norelco triax cable cameras are immediate and substantial. 
Our $63,000 figure is a conservative estimate, calculated by determining such normal (ana 
inevitable) costs as initial outlay for cable, set -up and strike, cable repair and storage, 
and depreciation, and extending the good news over a five year period. We repeat, $63,000 s 
conservatively estimated. In checking our cost figures against your own, it is almost a 
certainty that you will arrive at an even greater saving. For the down -to -earth facts, send fc r 
our paper, "The Economics of Triaxial Cable Color Television Cameras." 
It will allow you to define your savings in detail. 

Norelco PC- 100A...the only camera 
with A.C.T. Plumbicon tubes ... solve high - 
contrast problems at the source. 

Here's the camera that introduced two revolutions in 
color television. A cable revolution -using light, 
low -cost triaxial cable. And a tube revolution with the 
new Anti -Comet -Tail "A.C.T." Plumbicon. 

A new gun design gives the A.C.T. Plumbicon tube 
an unprecedented dynamic range (inherent 
overbeaming capability equivalent to five or more 
f -stops overexposure) with no washout or loss of 
detail even in action scenes with brilliant highlights 
and deep shadows. It's standard in the PC -100A, 
and the contrast problem is defeated at the source 
... not partially offset through complicated. costly, 
extra -option hardware. As a bonus. the A.C.T. tube 
handles low -light situations with matchless fidelity. 

This is the camera that stunned every audience at 
NAB with its remarkable reliability ... with quick, 
easy assembly ... three and one -half minute cable 
butting ... and sparkling color pictures that were 
called "the best color television picture 
ever achieved." 

ft lore ko 
PHILIPS BROADCAST EQUIPMENT CORP. 
A NORTH AIM RI(: AN PHILIPS COMPAN', 

Norelco PCP- 90B...the only broadcast - 
quality portable. lt operates RF fully system 
integrated Triax system- integrated 
Li Backpack -to -VTR fully N.T. S. C. 

This is the tried and proven hand -held color camera 
that is enabling broadcasters and production firms tc 
go where they never went before, get pictures 
never before attainable. 

Part and parcel of the Norelco camera revolution, 
the PCP -90B is adding daily to its illustrious record o 
getting the action -anywhere and anytime -and 
getting it in faithful. crisp Norelco color. 

Best of all, the PCP -90B operates on triaxial cable 
to afford the same kind of day -in and day -out 
savings now possible with the PC -100A. When it isn't 
on a remote, the three -Plumbicon PCP -90B doubles. 
as a studio camera. Truly far -out mobility comes wish 
the camera's optional microwave link: great 
examples are the widely acclaimed helicopter 
applications of this unique broadcast -quality camera 
It is the most versatile camera available, and can 
be fielded as a self- contained battery- operated 
camera with a portable video tape recorder to record 
the action. And remember, you get all these 
revolutionary advantages on top of tremendous 
operational dollar savings. 

tWrite on your letterhead for our detailed report. 
The Economics of Triaxial Cable Color Television Cameras." 
Plug in your figures and compute your short - 
and long -term savings. 

One Philips Parkway, Montvale, New Jersey 07645 (201) 391 -1000 
Circle 105 on Reader Service Card 
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MUM FILE: 
FOR BETTER IDEAS 
FROM AUDIO ENGINEERS 

CBS Labs Quadraphonic System 
Is A Quality Answer 
COLUMBIA'S "SQ" FOUR- CHANNEL 
SYSTEM, announced in early sum- 
mer, is shaping up as a powerful 
entry in the great race to find a 

way of bringing four -channel to 
a wide public in a system com- 
patible with records, tape, and FM 
broadcast. In demonstrations heard 
so far, it seems easily the best of 
the methods of encoding four 
channels into two, for recording 
and broadcast, and decoding back 
to four in playback. 

Columbia and Sony have an- 

pounced that they will join in 
commercialization, with Sony 
readying decoders and Columbia 
getting a batch of encoded records 
in hand for early winter release. 
Other firms are already negotiating 
for licenses to build the decoders, 
which will be issued on a royalty - 
flee basis by Columbia. At press 
time there was no positive news 
of other record companies joining 
the SQ parade. 

An earlier version of SQ was 
demonstrated to the record indus- 

Inputs 
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B 
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Outputs Phasors 
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1 .707LB 
707C' RF 

F 
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Input and output phasor relationships in the SQ encoder. 
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LF 

CB 
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RF 

Upper diagram shows stylus motions as related to placement 
of stereophonic images on SQ encoded record. 
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try (but never to the public) about 
two years ago. The Columbia man- 
agement apparently did not catch 
fire on the earlier method, and the 
project was allowed to rest in 
limbo while other encoding sys- 
tems came on the market and were 
aggressively promoted. 

The trade talk is that pressure 
from Sony, with which Columbia 
is associated in Japan, caused the 
Columbia management to take an- 
other look at SQ and spurred a 
renewed effort to improve the sys- 
tem on the part of CBS Labora- 
tories, the technical developer. 

That fresh effort, by a Columbia 
Laboratories team under the direc- 
tion of Ben Bauer, vice presi- 
dent of the Labs, has obviously 
sharpened SQ considerably, and 
the Columbia financial and artistic 
managements are now said to be 
whole -heartedly behind the system. 
In a private demonstration, 
BM /E's reporter could understand 
why. Program material encoded 
and decoded by the new SQ sys- 
tem can be compared directly with 
a discrete four- channel reproduc- 
tion of the same material, with 
truly insignificant perceivable dif- 
ferences. The sound image seemed 
to stay where it was supposed to 
be just about all the time; the lis- 
tener was never assailed by a sense 
of uncertainty as to who was 
where or what was going on 
around him. Sound poured from 
any corner of the room, or from 
all -four together, just as the maker 
of the original recording had in- 
tended that it should. 

A complete technical descrip- 
tion of the SQ system is slated for 
an early issue of BM /E. Here we 
mention a psychoacoustic princi- 
ple which has been put to use, and 
also note the novel "helical modu- 
lation" method used to encode the 
two back channels. 

(Continued on page 48) 
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101 c AUTOMATION SYSTEMS 

-by the makers of the Carousel 

the 

dp -1 
digital 

program 
system 

MODEL DP -1 Computer controlled broadcasting with direct access to the computer memory with a 

10 -key numeric entry allows your staff to learn the operation in less than an hour. 

Standard capacity is 2048 program instructions -more than 24 hours of programming. 

A built -in digital clock provides to the second" network join, leave, start, stop, etc. per instructions 

you give the computer. 

Options include clear text logging, full remote control with random select of Carousels, high speed 

load /dump of computer memory. 

MODEL 600 DIGI -CARD system has 600 -step program capacity using plastic cards to random select 

Carousels and to program your format. "Flag" cards are used to control a digital clock for real time 

events. 

Write or call for information and literature. 

Mr. The Toher 
7542 Millbrook Rd. 
Columbia, S.C. 29204 
803 -787 -2597 
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Sales Representatives: 
Mr. Pete Charlton 
Box 873 
Weatherford, Texas 76086 
817- 441 -8052 

Mr. Vic Blacketer 
8101 University Blvd. 
Des Moines, Iowa 50311 
515- 274 -2551 

SYSTEMS 
MARKETING 

CORPORATION 
1019 W. WASHINGTON STREET 

BLOOMINGTON, ILLINOIS 61701 

TELEPHONE: 309.828 -5698 

A subsidiary of Sono -Mag Corporation 
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INTERPRETING THE 
& 

REGULATIONS 

Multiple Ownership Rules 
In March 1970, the Federal Communications 
Commission adopted far -reaching rules designed 
to restrict multiple ownership of broadcast facili- 
ties. Broadcaster reaction to these rules was swift. 
The Commission received a barrage of Petitions 
requesting the FCC to reconsider its actions. 

In response to the hue and cry of the nation's 
broadcasters, the Commission modified its initial 
order restricting multiple ownership and adopted 
new, important rules. 

Since all licensees are affected by the rules on 
multiple ownership, the following data should be 
carefully read and analyzed. 

Background of New Rules 

The FCC's multiple ownership rules ( §73.35, 
§73.240, and §73.636) are essentially divided into 
two parts: (1) the "duopoly" rule and (2) the 
"concentration of control" rule. 

In effect, the "concentration of control" rule 
attempts to foster maximum competition in broad- 
casting and to promote diversification of program- 
ming sources and viewpoints by limiting one 
party's ownership of broadcast facilities to seven 
AM, seven FM, and seven TV stations (with no 
more than five VHF stations). The "duopoly" rule 
attempts to promote additional diversification and 
competition by forbidding ownership of identical 
facilities (e.g., two AM's) with overlapping con- 
tours. For example, a party cannot own an AM 
station in community "A" if he already owns an 
AM station in community "A," or in an adjacent 
community if the two 1 mV /m contours overlap. 
More broadly, the duopoly rules prohibit the same 
party from owning, operating, or controlling more 
than one station in the same broadcast service in 
the same area. However, this rule has not pre- 
vented the ownership of stations of a different 
service in the same area; hence, many communities 
have an AM, FM, and TV facility owned by the 
same licensee. It is this latter situation that the 
Commission's Order of March 1970 was designed 
to restrict. 

The new provisions adopted by the Commis- 
sion in March 1970 retained all the preceding 
standards, but proscribed future acquisitions of 
common ownership interests in different broadcast 
facilities in the same area or "market." 

As initially set forth, the new rules would not 
allow an additional grant of a license to a party 
who already owned one or more full -time stations 
in the same "market" as the proposed new station. 
Thus, a party owning an FM station in a commu- 
nity, for example, would not be allowed to con- 

struct or purchase an AM and TV station in the 
same "market" or community. 

Initially, there were exceptions to the new rule, 
but they were highly restrictive and affected only 
a minute number of licensees. 

The basic exception involved Class IV AM 
stations (those assigned to 1230, 1240, 1340, 
1400, 1450 and 1490 kHz) in communities of less 
than 10,000 population. The Commission in its 
initial Order said that, in these areas, AM licensees 
would be allowed a license for an FM station even 
though the two stations would be in the same mar- 
ket. However, the converse was not permitted: an 
FM licensee in a community of less than 10,000 
population could not obtain an AM station or con- 
struction permit for a new AM station in the same 
"market." 

Certain other Commission "exceptions" were 
directed to the many AM -FM combinations that 
now operate throughout the country. One excep- 
tion covered facilities in which an FM station has 
been constructed as an integral part of the AM sta- 
tion: the same tower has been utilized, the same 
studios are used for production, and the like. This 
exception allowed a broadcaster to receive a li- 
cense for an existing AM -FM combination in the 
same market or a "proper showing;" that is, a 
demonstration that economic or technical consid- 
erations preclude separate sale and operation of 
the AM -FM combination. 

March 1971 Rules 

The Commission's rule to prohibit common 
ownership of AM -FM combinations in the same 
community received the greatest comment from 
broadcasters. Strong opposition was received. The 
opponents strenuously argued that the restrictive 
new rules would hinder FM development, that in 
many communities independent FM operation is 
not viable, that FM channels would lie fallow as 
the result of the rules, and that in selling AM -FM 
combinations often there would be no buyer for 
the FM station separately and the result would be 
that the FM station would go off the air. It was 
also argued that the AM -FM non -duplication rule 
recognized that AM -FM combinations in small 
markets are not in a position to program even 50 
percent separately, yet the rules would not only re- 
quire 100 percent separate programming, but sep- 
arate ownership as well. 

In response to the deluge of broadcaster peti- 
tions, the Commission reconsidered its rules with 
respect to common ownership of AM -FM combi- 
nations in the same community. By Memorandum 

(Continued on page 16) 
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Anew number one 
from number one. 

RCA's TT-50 FH. The latest f om 
the company that's been number 

one in TV transmitters since 
TV began. It's the most solid 

state VHF color television trans- 
mitter ever made. It user the 
latest technology. 

Performance specs are l00 per- 
cent better than any prev_ous 
generation transmitter. 
For example, visual amplitude 

vs. frequency response went 
from ± 1.5 dB to + 0.75 dB. 

Modulation capability ( visual) 
r from 10r° to 3 %. Subcarrier 

phase vs. brightness from ± ï to 
±2 °. Differential gain from 1.5 dB 

to 0.5 dB maximum. And harmonic 
radiation from -60 dB to -80 dB. 

The TT 50FH has solid state 
diode modulation at carrier fre- 

quency and sideband shaping at 
the output, so you get greale as- 
surance of spectral purity Man 
from any other transmitter. -, ith 

only two tuned visual ampi fier 
stages, the TT -50FH is easy to 
maintain.The fewer stages, the less 

adjusting, the less chance for troLble. 
You make an adjustment and it 

lasts. Because the design is reliab lity 
itself. Circuits are solid state design up to 

the IPA. Only three tubes in each transmitter. 
Only two tube types. And solid state control 

logic. That's more solid state than any other trans- 
mitter. Planning unattended operation? The TT -iOFH 

is designed for it, with provisions for automatic logging 
and remote control. It's the only VHF transmitter spe- 
cifically designed as a twin system, which fulfills the 
FCC's requirements for remote operation with once -a- 

week inspection. Because it has built -in redundancy. 
That's what superior performance is 

all about. That's what the TT -50FH 
is all about. The number one transmitter 
from the number one company. 
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FCC continued from page 14 

Opinion and Order (FCC 71 -211) released in 
March 1971, the Commission declared: 

[Tlhere will be no rule barring the formation 
of new AM -FM combinations. 

In arriving at its 1970 decision to preclude fu- 
ture common ownership of such AM -FM com- 
binations, the Commission acknowledged the fact 
that in most cases existing AM -FM combinations 
in the same area may be economically and /or tech- 
nically interdependent, and that financial data sub- 
mitted to the FCC by independent FM stations in- 
dicated that they are generally losing money. 
Therefore, the Commission initially adopted rules 
permitting the assignment or transfer of combined 
AM -FM stations to a single party if a showing was 
made that established the interdependence of such 
stations and the impracticability of selling them 
and operating them as separate stations. In so 
doing, the Commission observed that although 
"this would not foster our objective of increasing 
diversity, it would prevent the possible closing - 
down of many FM stations, which could only de- 
crease diversity." However, in reconsidering its 
initial Order, the Commission declared: 

The matter of common ownership of AM and FM 
stations in the same market is raised again in the 
petitions for reconsideration. Having consequently 
reviewed the subject once more, we are now of 
the opinion that although it is a close question, it 
is the better course to delete the rules pertaining 
thereto. Hence, there will be no rule barring the 
formation of new AM -FM combinations. And 

Operating remote control? 
Be safe and sure with the 
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NEW! ALL g0 _ ó °W-QV RF 
AMPLIFIER FROM WILKINSON! 

Features of the Model TRF 1A: 
VERY LOW DISTORTION AND CARRIER SHIFT 
BROAD GAIN' CHARACTERICTICS 
EXTREME STABILITY EXCELLENT SELECTIVITY 
ULTRA LINEARITY 

For complete details write: 

112 ZnZ 
1931 MacDADE BLVD. 

WOODLYN, PA. 19094 

ELECTRONICS, INC. 
PHONE (215) 874.5236 814.5231 

there will be no requirement of a special showing 
on the sale of such combinations. In other words, 
applications involving such matters will be treated 
in the same fashion as before the institution of this 
proceeding. The so- called one -to -a- market rules will 
thus apply only to combinations of VHF television 
stations with aural stations in the same market. (As 
indicated hereafter, combinations of UHF stations 
with aural stations will be handled on a case -by- 
case basis.) As a consequence, all conditional grants 
of applications for assignment of licenses, or trans- 
fer of control of licensees, of AM -FM combinations 
in the same market made since this proceeding be- 
gan will have the condition deleted. 

Obviously, the new rule is a boon to all li- 
censees who are contemplating the sale of their 
commonly -owned AM -FM facilities. So too, the 
prospective purchaser may realize he is receiving 
a more economically -sound package. However, 
there may be an ominous cloud on the horizon. 
As the Commission further declared in its new 
rule: 

We are deleting the rules concerning common own- 
ership of AM and FM stations, partly because we 
intend to examine the matter further. Thus. atten- 
tion is called to the fact that in the Further Notice 
of Proposed Rulemaking issued in this proceeding, 
we stated, as we have on other occasions in re- 
cent years, that FM should not be an adjunct or 
supplement of AM, but that both AM and FM 
should be integral parts of a total aural service. 

Noting that its initial Order invited comments 
on possible forced divestiture of commonly -owned 
stations, the Commission said that the record com- 
piled as a result "may prove helpful in dealing with 
the AM -FM problem." Additionally, the Commis- 
sion declared that it will soon institute a rule -mak- 
ing proceeding to explore the question of whether 
broadcasters should provide additional hours of 
non -duplicated programming on the FM facility 
of commonly -owned AM -FM stations. 

What will the future bring? It is difficult to 
forecast in light of the Commission's sudden re- 
versal of its policy; however, it is safe to assume 
there has been a substantial relaxation of the pre- 
viously restrictive rules governing common own- 
ership, and there will be lengthy future studies be- 
fore new rules are again adopted. 

Conclusion 
In sum, there is currently no rule barring the 

existence of present, or formation of new, AM -FM 
combinations. 

Additionally, the multiple ownership rules 
have been somewhat relaxed concerning common 
ownership of UHF and radio stations. Under the 
March 1971 Order, UHF licensees (or transferees 
or assignees) may file applications to build or ac- 
quire radio stations (AM, FM, or AM -FM corn- 
binations) in the same market; however, such ap- 
plications will be handled on a case -by -case basis 
by the Commission. 

It should be noted that the rules prohibiting 
VHF television licensees from acquiring AM and/ 
or FM facilities in the community still apply. Con- 
versely, AM and /or FM licensees may not acquire 
a VHF television facility in the same market. 

Existing licensees, and those who desire to ac- 
quire broadcast facilities, should be intimately 
aware of the C'ommission's rule governing com- 
mon ownership of broadcast facilities; in case of 
doubt, your counsel should be contacted. BM /E 
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Radio Automation '71 

AMERICAN TECHNOLOGY gives us wealth, power, 
and human freedom from many inhuman monot- 
onous jobs. So the litany goes. But, as critical 
analysts are quick to point out, instead of master- 
ing our new environment with our new tools, we 
often become slaves to them. We accept mechani- 
cal constraints and end up having to direct human 
effort in service of the machine! If this description 
was once true of radio automation, it is certainly 
less so in 1971. 

In 1971 you can get the benefits of automatic 
switching without compromising your format in 
any way. You can get equipment tailor -made for 
your station or you can buy flexibility that can do 
almost anything now or in the future. 

Extreme flexibility, however, may be quite 
costly. The material that follows presents auto- 
mation from the perspective of both users and 
manufacturers who are trying to serve users. 

These pieces should erase the mystery of auto- 
mation and ease any apprehensions that have here- 
tofore blocked you from seriously considering 
automation for your operation. 

Plan before buying 
Program Director Al Rogers, WFRE, 
says-you can get what you want, 
but know what you want. 

SO YOU'VE DECIDED TO AUTOMATE your radio sta- 
tion because you heard where some guy in Big- 
mouth, Texas, is running his whole station with 
one office girl and a spastic watchdog for $72.50 
a week? Forget it. If that's your reason for auto- 
mating, you're dead before you start. Even though 
you'll probably wind up saving money, the only 
real reason for automating is programming effi- 
ciency and control. 

Ideally, automation will enable you to pro- 
gram what you want, when you want it, the way 
you want it, without having to worry about 
a hung -over morning man, a hypochondriac not 
showing for the night shift, or where to find a part- 
timer for the 6 a.m. Sunday trick. 

Let's look at how we automated WFRE, a 9000 - 
watt stereo station in Frederick, Maryland, with its 
fair share of personnel and program control prob- 
lems. Hopefully, it'll give you an insight into how 
to plan for automation. 

We began our planning for automation about 
18 months before we ever put the system on the 
air. It soon became apparent that if we were will- 

ing to spend the money, we could conic up with a 

system that would do everything from program- 
ming the station for six months in advance to turn- 
ing on the coffee pot ten minutes before sign -on. 
Obviously, we had to decide just what we needed 
to do the job, and at the least possible cost. 

Our first step was to analyze our programming 
in detail. Since we were contemplating a format 
change to try to offset some sagging ratings, we 
started from scratch. We wanted a good music 
station -mostly music, with at least four unan- 
nounced songs in each cluster. We would limit our- 
selves to no more than 12 commercials in each 
hour -with eight as the ideal. We would carry 
ABC -FM news at :25, local news at :55. We'd 
carry both community news items and a station 
promotion feature once each hour. We wanted the 
correct time after every music cluster, and Uncle 
Sam required station identification at prescribed 
times. It all totaled to over 40 separate program 
elements each hour. In addition, we noted certain 
existing programs we wanted to retain- locally- 
sponsored sports shows, weathercasts, and the like. 

We now knew that our automation system had 
to program about 40 functions an hour, 18 hours 
a day, without a full -time babysitter. However, 
since our AM operation, WFMD, was always 
manned in the next room, we decided we could 
live with a machine that required some manual 
manipulation. 

Having decided to lease our music tapes from 
Altofonic Programming of California, we re- 
quired four music tape decks to get the mix the 
way we wanted it -one deck each for up- tempo, 
medium- tempo, and down -tempo instrumentals, 
plus one deck for vocal selections. To accommo- 
date our commercials, we decided that the sys- 
tem should accept programming for enough com- 
mercials to last us as long as one set of music 
tapes. That being six hours, we elected to use 
two 24 -bay sequential carrousel units: eight spots 
an hour for six hours gave us 48 spots. For time 
checks, a time announcer was required. Two out- 
board single -play cart machines would be re- 
quired for our features, local news, and commu- 
nity news items. And, since we wanted to carry 
ABC -FM news at :25 instead of live at :55, our 
system not only had to insert the network news, 
but record it and cue it up as well. 

Since we are required to keep a program log, 
and since the system would eliminate the guy who 
could never find his pen to check off the spots, 
the system had to keep a legal program log. There 
are three basic types of logging used in automation 
today: English Language Logging, where a tele- 
type spits out a fully -legible log as the day pro- 
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gresses; Digital Logging, where a specially adapted 
adding machine spits out a coded log as the day 
progresses; and Audio Logging, where you simply 
record everything you broadcast. Since our traffic 
department prepared a daily schedule, we chose 
Audio Logging combined with verified loading. 
The logging tape would be our legal log, while the 
checked -off program schedule would be our bill- 
ing and internal log. 

We then had to decide on the basic control 
concept for our system. The big rage these days is 
the programmable memory unit which enables you 
to store all kinds of programming data in a com- 
puter- like memory system. However, since all 
automation systems are basically sequential switch- 
ing systems -where one event follows another in 
a pre -determined sequence -your choice of system 
control can best be determined by deciding if your 
programming will require frequent changes in the 
basic format. If every hour is different from every 
other hour, you're going to need a memory system 
of some kind. However, since WFRE'S program- 
ming was essentially the same every hour, we went 
for a sequential system that could set up the se- 
quences for an hour's time and then repeat that 
hour's sequence over and over. 

As is apparent, we had now decided three cru- 
cial things: what we expected of the machine; what 
the machine could expect of us; and what we 
wanted our on -the -air sound to be. The next step 
was to decide who would build our system. We 
were pretty sure that our system should be built to 
our specifications and not be an off- the -shelf unit. 

We began talking with representatives of the 
three major manufacturers of automation systems. 

We gave them our requirements; they gave us their 
bids. It is interesting to note that all three tried to 
talk us out of our decision to delay our network 
news by ten minutes. Two of them wouldn't in- 
clude an automatic network delay in their bids. 
The third included it in the bid, but empha- 
sized that it was a jury -rig system. Frankly, this 
turned us off. We wanted our system to program 
our way. We weren't about to bastardize our pro- 
gramming just to accommodate the machine. 

In checking with other automated stations, we 
found a general dissatisfaction with inflexible sys- 
tems. Thinking that our best bet might be one of 
the smaller manufacturers, we put in a call to 
Broadcast Products, Inc., of Rockville, Maryland. 
Within 48 hours, Jim Woodworth was in our of- 
fices and we were designing our system. We gave 
Jinn our requirements . . . he made a few sug- 
gestions ... and within a matter of hours he sub- 
mitted a bid on a system that would do everything 
we wanted plus quite a bit more. And we were 
especially pleased when the bid turned out to be 
about two -thirds that of the other companies. 

The rest is best documented by the fact that 
we took delivery of our system nine weeks later 
and ten weeks later had it on the air. It's been 
running merrily ever since. 

To recap, our system includes ten inputs of 
recorded material, plus the option of going live at 
any time. Four music -tape decks provide the mel- 
ody. Two sequential carrousels program up to 48 
commercials without reloading. A time announcer, 
synchronized with the master clock, announces the 
time four times each hour and, when necessary, 
also gives the station identification within the legal 

Automation at WFRE. Rack 
at left includes, from the 
top, silent sense unit, VU 
monitoring panel, digital 
master clock and time - 
activated control circuit, 
slow -speed audio logger, 
and, at the extreme bottom, 
the automatic time 
announcer. The automatic 
network delay cart to 
extreme left was cropped 
out of photo. Four reel - 
to -reel music transports 
and two carrousels make 
up the two remaining racks. 
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windows. The entire system corrects itself to real 
time twice each hour. News is added as described 
earlier. We can insert special events without dis- 
turbing the programmed sequence at the push of a 
button, and we can re- program as much as 90 min- 
utes in advance. Since installation, we have dis- 
covered versatility we hadn't counted on. 

We attribute our successful automation at 
WFRE to pre -planning. Before the system ever went 
out for bids, we knew exactly what we wanted. 
Once the machine was installed, we dry ran it until 
we all knew what everything would do. We made 
sure our entire staff understood the system, how to 
operate it, and how to get it to do what we wanted 
of it. 

Our automated programming has been ex- 
tremely well received both by the listeners and by 
the sponsors. Phone calls and letters have been 
both significant in number and complimentary. 
Sponsor response has been very satisfactory. In 
fact, as I write this, we are in the middle of the 
first "Sold Out" day on WFRE. That spells sponsor 
acceptance in any man's book! 

Before automation, WFRE required a staff of 
three full -time and two part -time announcers. After 
automation, we were able to operate with only one 
full -time air -man. It takes the equivalent of one - 
man -hour each week to program, load, and take 
care of the additional recording work required by 
automation. The system itself operates for less 
than the cost of one air -man a week. Our rented 
music tapes add another half -man's pay. Each sta- 
tion, of course, would have to determine its own 
cost factors, based on local pay scales, deprecia- 
tion time, and system cost. Obviously, without our 
AM station next door, we would have required a 
more sophisticated and more expensive system. 

Each automation installation is different, and 
the end result -the on- the -air sound and operating 
convenience -is entirely up to you. If you don't 
pre -plan and know exactly what you're going to do 
before you do it, you'll be disappointed. We 
planned our system. It works the way we expected 
and we're happy! 

9 9 UY 
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Note the two rows of sequence switches. First row 
normally takes care of first half hour, the second 
one the latter half. There are nine sources: 1, 2, 3, 
and 4 are music decks; 5 and 6, the carrousels; 7 
and 8, carts; and 9, time announce and station ID. 
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For maximum 
flexibility, consider 
the computer 
Jack Krebs and Earl Bullock 
of Schafer Electronics sing the praises 
of computer control - 
smoothness and resourcefulness 

THERE IS HARDLY A BROADCASTER TODAY Who 
doesn't express some interest in producing his 
daily programming automatically. Although a 
variety of reasons are given, there are two that 
seem to stand out markedly: 1) He needs to im- 
prove his overall sound, and 2) he needs to make 
better use of his personnel. 

He would like to provide a good consistent 
sound from sign -on to sign -off, but finds this 
difficult in a live operation, particularly in mar- 
kets outside the top twenty -five. He simply can- 
not afford consistently good voices or experienced 
operating personnel. Through automation he can 
achieve a professional sound all day long. 

He very often is fighting the problem of too 
much overhead and would dearly like to cut back 
in personnel, but cannot because his live opera- 
tion requires the people to be there at all times. 
He observes much non -productive time of various 
members of his staff throughout the day. The use 
of an automation system would free people from 
many routine operational procedures so that they 
could be used more creatively elsewhere. 

Most broadcasters firmly believe that their 
format is the one that satisfies the listening audi- 
ence best, and are highly reluctant to make any 
changes for fear that they will lose in ratings 
and revenues. 

For that reason, the broadcaster is concerned 
about what changes in his format, if any, would 
be forced by the automation system. 

He should know that a well -designed corn - 
puter system (the Schafer 8000 is one and our 
functional description applies to it) will make it 
dead simple to use his present format exactly, or 
any other format he develops a desire for in the 
future. Such a system can be set up to control a 
broadcast station's programming all day, 24 
hours, for seven days of the week, without re- 
peating itself. No two time segments need to be 
alike unless the operator sets it up that way. 

Besides controlling the broadcast program- 
ming, the computer can do a lot of other things 
around the station, like turning on or off the 
news wire, the air conditioner, the coffee pot; also 
putting power on the transmitter filaments and 
plates, automatically signing the station off the 
air, and beginning the daily on- the -air stint. 
Whatever other routine chores you would like the 
computer to take over from your people, it will 
take over and carry out perfectly. The staff can 
arrive at 8:30 a.m., for example, and immediately 
give all attention to important people -activities, 
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like sales or preparation of commercials on tape 
in the production room. 

The system can produce a verified log that 
will satisfy fully the requirements of the FCC. 
The log is entirely in clear language, on a printed 
form as specified by the station. This is a big 
help to the program director in checking what 
has just been aired. It does the job much faster 
than the conventional tape logger. 

The computer has been around for quite 
awhile now and computer technology is very 
highly developed. All a computer needs to have 
the kind of total resourcefulness outlined in the 
foregoing is sufficient memory capacity and soft- 
ware worked out to meet the needs of broadcast 
control. The software can even (as in the Schafer 
8000) be designed so the computer is programmed 
in plain language -no special computer language 
or code need be learned by operating personnel. 

As a result, the system is so easy to handle 
that it takes only one or two people. That's why 
the word "computer" should not scare the broad- 
caster: it is much more comfortable to live with 
than many "simpler" systems. 

Let's see in more detail how programming 
can be done. 

The computer is programmed to control var- 
ious reel -to -reel and cartridge playback devices 
by the operator who simply types in plain language 
various commands, such as ... "Play station ID 
on the hour and the half -hour, and play random - 
access spotter number '1, cartridge 3, every quar- 
ter -hour on Monday morning and . . . musical 
selections." These commands are typed on a 

typewriter keyboard located at the system or the 
secretary's desk. As we said, no special codes 
are necessary. 

The reels of tape and cartridges are then 
loaded into the system. Music is usually on reel- 
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I1/54r57A FORMAT 06 
11157.I6A P FILL AMEN' S THEME A:iC 

11158141A SPTR i 57 AKRON STORE 559 LC GO 1115. J0 
1It59$40A AUDCLK 118 LS KKKK STA .0 
/1/591886 J NET 
12105131P L NET 
litt 051SIP FORMAT 03 
1210513IP MUS OS PEPSIS3 130 NC 62DO w8 i0 

lei 06101P AUDCLK 120 LS KKKH STA D 
18106121P MUS 06 CAMPBELL /I 130 NC SWT 5.5.10 
12106151P MUS 01 DI 0K CLARK SHOW LC PART 
12509505P MUS 02 MINI A iC 
12512123P MUS 05 NEW CAR /4 530 LC TIM 5.5. 0 
121 ICH 541i MUS 03 WINDY Bail 

125 135 30P FORMAT 04 
12/16$12P SPTR 1 54 PEACE CORP /2 I 59 PSA 
121 171 13P AUDCLK COCA COLA TS 121 LC GY 30.64 
12117134P SPIN 2 43 BELL TEEEIS '161 NC JWT 105.10 

,12518135P MUS 01 WHAI NOV MY LOVE A:4 
12120146P MUS 02 LULLABY OF 81RDLAND $1 
52523508P MUS 03 CECILI A -V A:C 
125 255 38P SPIN I 55 JELLO 559 NC BBDO 105.10 
12126537P AUDCLK BOY MT TS 515 LC TM 5B.1[5 

12126551P MUS 04 SPINNING WHEEL H t 

12528130P FORMAT O5 
12:29140P MUS 06 LAURA SCUDI2 130 NC FRD 48.10 
121 30150 AUDCLK 5 15 LS IIKKK 5!A. 1 

525 305 27P MUS OS PEPSII3 130 NC BBDO 40.!O 
12130157P MUS 01 MORVE BI AN WOOD BPI 

A Schafer 8000 system controls two stations at 
one studio in Provo, Utah (see separate report 
on KOVO, page 25). Partial listing of daily log 
from computer above. 

to -reel playback decks because of their inherent 
high fidelity characteristics, and commercials can 
be on either reel -to -reel or cartridge playback 
devices. 

Now, let's go back to format programming 
of a radio broadcast. As stated earlier, the com- 
puter system can handle 24 hours of daily pro- 
gramming with seven different days of advance 
scheduling. That's a lot of events to be stored in 
the computer memory files, but today's computer 
can handle it. 

How many events can be stored in advance? 
The question should be turned around: how many 
do you want? How many do you need for a week 
-normally? How many station ID's, time an- 
nouncements, weather, commercials, music se- 
lections, network joins, studio joins, and other 
events are necessary to provide one full week 
of station programming? Two 8,192 X 8 memory 
stack modules normally supplied in the Schafer 
8000 computer are enough for most stations, but 
if more are needed they can easily be added. 

Determination of memory requirements is 
made initially by a study of the station log. Since 
it is typical for a radio station to repeat its format 
on a weekly basis, the software can be designed 
so the computer will program next Monday just 
like last Monday, except for the changes that do 
occur, such as an account lost or one gained. The 
new commercial is recorded on a cartridge, which 
is inserted into the system. The operator tells the 
computer when to play it merely by typing in a 
command. It's that simple. 

The computer also does a remarkable job of 
time keeping. Auxiliary functions, start /stop, com- 
mercials, network join and leave, and other events 
normally done at precise times in a live opera- 
tion are handled easily. Synchronized to the line 
frequency, the computer not only calls for all time 
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events when scheduled, it also tells the logger 
typewriter to print the time before each log entry. 

A page from a Schafer 8000 log is shown on 
page 21. The time, playback identification, and 
what was aired are listed in each entry. The time 
and playback identification is entered by the 
computer but the rest of the data is printed only 
if a tape did in fact play. Encoded digital in- 
formation on the cartridge tape is read by the 
computer which feeds it to the logger typewriter. 
Music selections will log the title, artist, and li- 
censing source. Schafer recommends that corn - 
mercials be encoded with the advertising client's 
name, length of commercial in seconds, whether 
local or national, who gets the selling commis- 
sion (by showing the salesman's initials or agency's 
initials), and dollars for the airing. With this 
information, automatic billing can be accom- 
plished on a weekly or monthly basis. 

Simultaneously with the automatic typing of 
the log, a paper punched tape is fed out of 
the logger. The tape has the same information as 
shown on the typed log punched in ASCII code. 
It can be fed into a data processing computer 
for billing purposes. If the station is near a data 
processing center, the tapes can simply be taken 
to the center for processing. If the station is not 
near a processing center, or is part of a group 
ownership, a time -sharing computer terminal 
might be installed. 

The quantity and type of playback devices 
required for an automation system differ from 
station to station. Some require more commercial 
playback devices than others, or some will want 
12 or more hours of walk -away time, which takes 
more music playback capacity. The number of 
hours of music storage on an automation system 
largely determines the walk -away time. 

The computer senses 25 Hz and 150 Hz 
switch tones at the end of each taped event so 
as to go on to the next event. Should a tape be 
broken or a playback malfunction, the computer 
senses "silence" and automatically goes on to 
another event with no resulting change of pro- 
gram timing. Should the station manager hear 
something being aired that shouldn't be, such as 
a dated commercial that should have been re- 
moved from the system, he simply punches a 
button on the front panel and the system will 
clip the wrong event and immediately play the 
next event scheduled. This button is labeled 
'panic" and these situations always seem to be 

just that. 
Even if the power fails, the system knows 

where it is in its programming schedule. When the 
power is restored, the logger types out the time 
and prints the statement "Recovery." The broad- 
caster knows what has to be made up in the way 
of commercials. 

This computer system, when used properly, 
can make your programs sound better than "live." 
There is incredibly smooth control from event to 
event, with overlaps and segues at the proper 
places to enhance a station sound immeasurably. 

No longer does automation need to produce a 
"canned" sound. The new advances in computer 
technology make it possible to give programs 
more "life" and smoothness than most broad- 
casters can achieve with available personnel. 

The broadcaster will certainly wonder about 
maintenance of a computer. He might say, "We 
have no computer -knowledgeable people around," 
or, "How do we fix the thing if it fails ?" 

The computer itself is all solid state, and is the 
device in the system that is likely to give the least 
trouble. Should a rare failure develop, however, 
the station engineer can easily service the com- 
puter, because the type of failure will help identify 
the plug -in printed circuit card that should be 
repaired or replaced. In addition, field service is 
available from the manufacturer. 

Any playback device can be removed from 
service for maintenance simply by telling the 
computer to ignore it in the scheduled program- 
ming. A simple command restores it to operation. 
Provision for manual control of all playbacks 
is also included. Thus maintenance of the corn - 
puter system is no more of a load factor than the 
usual station maintenance. 

To sum it all up: The reasons for automating 
are simple. Today's advanced state of the art in 
computer technology has made it possible to 
produce a system that reduces operating costs in 
four areas: 

Production (better use of disc jockeys and 
other production personnel). 

Preparation of the daily log. 
Accounting -customer billing can be auto- 

matic. 
Walk -away time. 
In addition, every program can have a pro- 

fessional, truer -than -live sound that can only bene- 
fit a station's ratings. These should be welcome 
advantages to the broadcaster with competition 
as keen as it is today. 

Achieving 
cost effective 
automation 
We asked IGM to discuss picking just 
the right amount of equipment to save 
dollars. Lee Facto, v -p station relations, 
responds. 

EVERY BROADCASTER KNOWS TODAY that automa- 
tion can save money. It's much more than just 
the payroll dollars: automation can boost profits 
in a number of other ways, too. 

Consider: 
Automation can eliminate, substantially or 

wholly, the operator errors that cost money in 
lost revenue and make -goods. 

It can take over the mechanical, button -push- 
ing jobs so that people are free to do the creative 
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things that only people can do. That translates 
into dollars and cents through, for example, more 
effort and imagination in selling. 

It can drastically reduce recruiting and train- 
ing costs. Most broadcasters are eternally looking 
for, and training, new people. Automation will 
let you operate with fewer, better, and better - 
paid people who are more efficient and more 
stable on the job. That can put you ahead in 
dollars and cents even if the actual payroll saving 
is small or non -existent. 

Automation can give you for the first time, 
or at the very least greatly improve, continuous 
managerial control of the whole program format 
and of each element in it- music, talk, spots, 
etc. That might be your biggest plus from auto- 
mation because finding and holding the right for- 
mat is, as everyone now acknowledges, essential 
to a broadcaster's success. 

Those are things that automation can do and, 
if it does produce any or all of those benefits, it 
is "cost effective" and a good investment. 

But what automation actually will do in your 
case depends on careful matching of the automa- 
tion system to your operation. How does the 
broadcaster go about making the right choices? 
If he chooses wrong he can be worse off with 
automation than without it. 

The first step is not, as some broadcast man- 
agers have contended, to turn the engineering 
department loose on the problem and wait for 
their recommendations. The results are sure to 
be less than optimum and they may be disastrous. 

The right first step is a careful analysis of your 
program requirements by the management and 
programming departments. After the format re- 
quirements have been spelled out, the engineer- 
ing department should focus closely on satisfying 
those requirements with equipment of reliability, 
and reasonable cost. If engineering on its own 
tries to put together a system that will do any- 
thing programming might ever ask for, the sys- 
tem will probably not do any one thing particu- 
larly well and will be far too costly besides. 

The first thing to pin down is your music 
format, particularly the sources of programming. 
What class of inputs will you need- open -reel, 
cartridge, whatever? How many of each? What 
kind of control over the program sources will be 
needed? For example, if you will use pre -pro- 
grammed music tapes with a complete balance 
of music on each reel, including the announcer, 
each reel represents a "show" in itself. There is 
no need to mix two or more tapes together to 
make the program. 

In this case, a "module," or standard control 
system, will do the job. Even if two tape trans- 
ports are to be mixed on a simple basis, as by 
alternating, no special control will be needed. 

If, on the other hand, your format calls for 
two or more transports to be mixed in more com- 
plicated patterns, you will need some form of 
music sequencer. This unit sets the order of play 
among the tape transports and can be preset for 
some period such as a half -hour or hour. The 
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WBFM (AM), Bedford, Pa., used IGM 500 control 
system. Format is locally- recorded, unannounced 
MOR music. Voice track (which averages eight 
minutes per three -hour show) is separate. Set up 

includes three transports, a carrousel and Insta- 
cart with 200 -step MOS memory. 

music sequencer will also schedule the intros, if 

they are on a separate source, putting them fore, 
or back, or both, as desired. 

By adding together the total number of 
sources, you can choose the number of "modules" 
and the class of sequencer you need. We at IGM 
feel it is very important that you choose the com- 
bination of control units you need now for the for- 
mat you have decided on now. If your format 
changes later, then, with our equipment, you 
can add or delete modules, as needed, at mini- 
mum cost. We think this kind of add -on capabil- 
ity is desirable in most automation installations. 

You must also analyze the "talk" elements of 
your format -news, spots, PSA's, time, etc. Will 
news be live or recorded? If it is to be recorded 
you need a playback device and input module. 
If it's from the network, you need a network 
joiner. An analysis of the network schedule will 
indicate how simple or sophisticated the network 
joiner need be. The same analysis applies to ID's, 
jingles, time announcements, temperature. You 
need an input control, such as the IGM "talk 
module," for each source. If these features go 
out on a formatted basis, every hour or within 
each hour, always at the same times, no other 
control is needed. 

But if you broadcast them in some hours but 
not in others, you need some form of pre -settable 
clock matrix to turn them on at the right times. 
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IGM peg clocks can pick out five -minute inter- 
vals in a 24 -hour day. 

The spot load usually takes more study. First, 
determine the number of accounts active at any 
one time. If you get all the copy for one account 
on one cartridge, then you need the same num- 
ber of carts as you have accounts. If this is too 
expensive you must establish what you consider 
to be a reasonable loading period, and then re- 
figure how many carts you need to hold your ac- 
counts. That way, you can determine how much 
investment in cartridge storage is justified with 
your operation and your budget. You have to find 
the trade -off point between equipment expense 
and increase in loading labor. 

Next: Can you do the job with sequential 
loading of cartridges, or do you need random 
access? Generally, if you run even a compara- 
tively small number of accounts, say less than 
100, more than twice a day each, random access 
will quickly pay for itself in labor savings and 
program flexibility. 

But you need random access equipment that 
will make each cart instantly available. 

IGM "Instacarts," or carrousels operated by 
IGM's MOS random select memories, are avail- 
able in various configurations and can be tailored 
to fit almost any requirements. If your traffic 
schedule calls for double or even triple spotting, 
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WHJ, Los Angeles, first went automation in 1964 
but updated in 1970. It selected IGM 600 system 
which works on punched cards because of compati- 
bility with accounting equipment. 

an Instacart is ideal in that every cartridge is in- 
stantly available for play without search and 
cue -up time. Carrousels or random access reel -to- 
reel spot sources can often present real problems 
for the traffic department because spots must 
be scheduled in an order that makes it possible 
for the equipment to find them and cue them up 
in time. In many systems, this means the equip- 
ment is dictating to the traffic department as to 
when a particular spot can be run. The busier 
the station is, spot -wise, the bigger the problem. 

Of course, it should be the other way around. 
The traffic department should be able to put the 
spots exactly where they want them. Equipment 
like our Instacart and memory system combina- 
tion has the ability to do exactly that. Whatever 
equipment you choose for this job, you must look 
for the qualities that will let you handle your spot 
load, easily, surely, with minimum labor input. 
And some form of modular plug -in construction, 
which lets you expand or contract the system to 
meet changes in the load, at low cost, will be a 
good investment probably in a majority of in- 
stallations. 

However, a simpler and less expensive unitized 
system may be right if its functions satisfy your 
needs, and if the probability that you will change 
your format is very low. Again, you have to 
figure the trade -off between the chance you will 
later need more capacity than the unitized sys- 
tern has, and the saving on the original invest- 
ment. 

What about program loggers? Unless you go 
to a far more expensive computerized system, 
you must make up the original programming "by 
hand," as a guide to loading the automation 
equipment and setting up the memory control. 
Automatic loggers give you a printed record of 
what actually goes on the air, showing the exact 
time in hours, minutes, seconds. Depending on 
the complexity and cost of the logger, it may tell 
you simply that a certain program source was on 
the air at the stated time; or it may identify pro- 
grams within that source. The latter kind is right 
if you use an automatic cart machine for spots: 
the traffic and billing department will have posi- 
tive evidence that each particular spot and feature 
actually went on the air. 

If you want to integrate your switching sys- 
tern completely with your traffic and billing de- 
partments, a way to do it is with automated switch- 
ing actuated by a punched card system, rather than 
by selector switches and music sequencers. The 
same cards form the basis for completely auto- 
mated billing, traffic, and accounting. Our Model 
630 is such a system. With standard card -handling 
equipment, you can get in very short order an 
avails report, a prelog or schedule, produce the 
FCC log, get out your bills, provide accounting 
reports, etc. 

Finally, it is possible to mix automation with 
some "live" operation with excellent results, if 
that fits your format and the personnel you have. 
For example, some stations use either the card- 
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controlled system or the memory- controlled sys- 
tem with live announcers. The automation frees 
the announcer from any operation chores: he can 
concentrate on being creative and entertaining on 
the air. Such a combination operation can bring 
you the profit- boosts and smoothness of automa- 
tion even though it perhaps does not make a sub- 
stantial reduction in your payroll. 

The conclusion is: just about any station can 
benefit from automation, in money saved and in 

smoothness of operation, if the automation i.s 

snatched to the station's needs. 

Announcers prefer 
automation to 
platter spinning 
Mel Elza, KGRC, Quincy, Illinois, 
told the NAFMB conference last spring 
that the staff can learn to 
love automation. 

ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT, which functions auto- 
matically when instructed by a highly qualified and 
knowledgeable programmer, can clean up a rather 
unpredictable format. It's time to get the an- 
nouncer out from behind the turntables and give 
the true programmer a chance to show his talents. 

The key to good automated radio is not 
whether the equipment manufacturer can come up 
with the system to fit your needs, but can you 
come up with the personnel to format automation. 

When we decided to go to automation at KGRC, 
we had to overcome doubt by our people who were 
sure a live operation would sound better. Our first 
step was to set a goal that KGRC would have a live 
sound. 

We analyzed the approaches used by old -pro 
announcers and picked the best ideas and tech- 
niques used in various markets as a standard for 
us. By the time we signed on, we had created a 

sound more alive and professional than anything 
else in the market. 

We don't have a manager, secretary, and jani- 
tor operating our automated station. It takes pro- 
fessional radio personnel -fewer than a live oper- 
ation, but all automation believers. 

KGRC deejays take 15 to 20 minutes to do their 
three -hour show and the other seven hours and 
forty minutes are spent creating effective commer- 
cials and station image. Automation has increased 
their efficiency -we feel each man is equivalent to 
three in a live operation. 

A deejay's concentration span during those 15 

minutes of recording produces a better product 
then when he is on the air three hours at a time. 
Result: a professional sound 24 hours a day. 

Those announcers who said it would never 
work now tell us that you couldn't get them behind 
a live turntable again. 
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Southern Illinois University Automates 

WSIE -FM, Edwardsville, Ill., a part of the Broad- 
casting Service Department at Southern Illinois 
University, has three racks of Gates automation 
equipment. It handles about six hours of the daily 
18 -hour schedule. 

Fred Crimmings, general manager, says auto- 

mation has a two -fold purpose: tighter program 
control and student training. 

As with commercial stations, more experienced 
studio announcers can be utilized wisely with au- 

tomation. They can be on the air at critical times 
no matter what their class schedule. 

And, in this age of education relevancy, broad- 
cast automation is a necessity. Students get ex- 

perience operating equipment that they are bound 
to see again. 

Student programs Gates system at WSIE. 

Prerequisite for 
alive sound: jocks 
who can preplan 
You can rock with automation, says Jim 
Huffman, KOVO, if dj's can "pre- plan" 
spontaneity. 
IT SEEMS THAT nearly everyone has said at one 
time or another, "Automation is okay for some 
formats, but it can never work at a rock station." 
One station, a medium- market top -40 station in 
the center of Utah which was a solid number one 
before automation, doesn't believe it. Automation 
has made it better than ever! 

Management at Kovo is now convinced that 
automation will be commonplace in the future, 
"to give the medium and small market stations 
a more professional sound -and to make them 
competitive with their bigger brothers." 

The overall sound at Kovo is consistant, 
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with few mistakes and sounds alive. Few listeners 
even know that 'covo is automated. All day 
long, young and old alike keep the phones alive 
with requests, wanting to speak to the dj on the air, 
etc. 

Problems with personnel will come up but 
fortunately most can be solved. Increased train- 
ing time is needed. The old days of having a man 
spend an evening learning the board and then 
putting him on his own the next day are gone 
forever with automation. Assuming the operator 
has had no previous experience with automation, 
the average time planned for a man to break 
into this job has increased from about a week to 
a month. Jocks who already preplan to achieve an 
overall entertainment picture for the listeners (as 
opposed to winging it with spur -of- the -moment 
spontaneity), will not have much trouble in get- 
ting used to this preplanning idea. 

A man who can, or already does, preplan will 
cost more money. Kovo manager, Glenn Shaw, 
confirms that "pay scales at Kovo are com- 
parable to our nearby competition, Salt Lake 
City. We realize this, but with automation we 
have the same professional sound 20 hours a 
day and seven days a week and do it with only 
three jocks." 

But more than that, the jocks at Kovo get a 
choice of their hours and days off, something 
that is pretty rare at most radio stations! Such a 
feature might help you attract a top jock who 
is willing to let the advantages offset the fact 
that his salary is not as high as he is capable of 
earning at some larger operation. 

But not everyone can do it! At least not 
right away. It's difficult for some jocks to sit 
down and do a show to a tape recorder knowing 
that no one else is there to respond at the 
moment. That steady barrage of sound that keeps 
a dj rocking on is also missing. Pushing a button 
at the end of an event turns on a light to signal 
the occurence of a 25 -cycle tone. The mind must 
recreate what will happen in the system when 
that button is pushed. 

If a manager will spend some extra training 
money, and let his new man sit and listen to his 
whole show and critique himself at least once or 
twice, the experience will prove invaluable. 

Kovo anticipates being able to do some in- 
teresting things in the future with its system 
(the Schafer 8000). For instance, using a spotter 
tape machine for music will allow Kovo to run 
music lists in any order they want. Early morning 
music formats can start with an easy, down -tempo, 
top -40 sound like the Carpenters, etc.; then, 
as the morning becomes older, the tempo of the 
selected music can be increased by adding the 
more "up" sounds such as Credence Clearwater. 
The automated system could be programmed 
to play requests. Telephone requests are merely 
converted to their corresponding number on the 
spotter and the requests are entered by number 
into the computer. The computer then integrates 
the requests into the format that is being used. 
The listener will have his request entered into 
a file and the computer will play them off in 
the most honest "first come, first served" basis 
around. 

Three hours air -time in 15 minutes 
WMBR, Jacksonville, Florida, the city's sec- 
ond oldest radio station has gone completely 
automatic with a Sono -Mag Corporation sys- 
tem which has as its brain an all -digital con- 
trol unit, dp -1. A digital program controls 
commercials, weather, ID's, promos, records 
(MOR), and the announcer's voice introducing 
the records. 

Station Manager William Earman says an- 
nouncers can program a three -hour on- the -air 
segment in less than 15 minutes. At WMBR, 
most of the format is fixed. The digital encod- 
ing for every event (around 100 an hour) is 
stored in the computer memory (capacity, 
2048 events). Encoding can be introduced by 
keyboard, punched tape or prerecorded on a 
cartridge and then stored in the control mem- 
ory. Seven 24 -cart carrousels were used along 
with three standard cart players. A special 
cartridge recorder for encoding purposes is 
used. Coding fades up music selection after 
dj finishes intro. Several commercials (for a 
given client) are put on the same cart. 

WMBR's radio operation manager Bill Breland 
loads its computer -controlled system with voice 
announcements. 
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At <OVO/ <F ß/1C, Pro 

shoulc he listen to the 

AM or the F Vl in the 

PM anc the A Vl? 

Joe is all alone. But certainly not lonely. 
His only dilemma. Should he listen to the 

swinging Top 40 sound of top -rated 
KOVO -AM? Or the bright contemporary 
Middle -Of -The Road sound of KFMC-FM? 

You see, a powerful Schafer PC800C 

Automation System simultaneously control = -- the 

separate programming of these two popu ar 

Utah radio stations. Up to a week in advance 
too, with additions, deletions and changer 
made in seconds merely by typing a few 
simple commands on the teletypewriter. 

The system pays for itself by eliminating 
the need for several part time announcers. Yet 

the regular staff has far more time for seFirlg, 

community affairs and more creative 
programming. 

KOVO /KFMC is the world's first 

simultaneous automation system installatic 
the powerful 8000 computer 

is flawlessly controlling the programming ct 
KWOW, WCKO, WPBC, WZBN and WKZN 
as well. 

By the way, Schafer now has verified 
encoded logging for cartridge and reel-to-reel. 

Call us. We care. 

schafer Send Info on Automation systems Encoded loç ding 

Music service Contact u: 

Schafer Electronics Corporation 
75 Castilian Drive name title 

Santa Barbara Research Park 
Goleta, California 93017 station phone 
(805) 968 -0755 

address 

city state zip 

Circle 133 on Reader Service Card 
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The Video Cart Machine: 
RCA's Approach to 
Station-Break Automation 

By Paul Weber 

Premiered at the 1970 NAB Convention, the prototype 
of RCA's TCR -100 Television Cartridge Recorder 
has been in daily use for more than a year at a major- market 
TV station. This operational report gives details 
of the field test, and explains how the TCR has increased 
station -break efficiency while 
freeing reel -to -reel VTR's for other jobs. 

TV STATION OPERATIONS are influenced and often 
limited by the availability of various types of 
equipment. RCA's introduction of the Television 
Cartridge Recorder has influenced all departments 
concerned with TV operation, programming, traf- 
fic, production, and promotion. What I hope to 
do here is describe the far- reaching effects the 
TCR -100 has had upon the entire staff of WDCA -TV 
since June of 1970. I would like to mention the 
operational trends that have evolved through the 
use of this equipment at our station in Washington, 
D.C. 

WDCA is an independent UHF station operat- 
ing in a top -ten market. The number of com- 
mercials broadcast in one day is approximately 
280. Our control room equipment consists of 
three film chains, two videotape recorders, and 
two live studios. We have a 220 -kW transmitter 
and put out over 4 MW of ERP. In late May 
of 1970 a prototype Television Cartridge Re- 
corder was installed at WDCA during a period of 
approximately two weeks. During this time, the 
equipment was installed and technical personnel 
were trained to operate and maintain the equip- 
ment during the subsequent field test. 

Market choice 

The selection of WDCA as a field test site was 
a logical choice for RCA, as we operate a me- 
dium -sized station in a large market. Traditionally, 
UHF stations have a severe problem competing 
with VHF stations to gain desirable ratings. It 
was decided that the cartridge machine's effect 
would be best felt in a situation where operational 
economies are vital to station profit. As with most 
UHF stations, WDCA handles much videotape 

Paul Weber is an engineer on the staff of WDCA- 

TV, Washington, D.C. This article is a revision 
of material presented at the January, 1971 
SMPTE Conference, the March, 1971 NAB Con- 
vention, and the May, 1971 International Tele- 
vision Exhibition at Montreux, Switzerland. 
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material. We had reached the point of having to 
make a spot reel to handle the evening tape load, 
and soon would have needed additional personnel 
in addition to the spot reel. 

At the conclusion of the installation and train- 
ing session we began on -air use of the cartridge 
machine with promotional material. As with any 
new format and any new piece of equipment, we 
were concerned with operator errors in handling 
the equipment, as well as with machine operation 
and interface with our own station equipment. 
We naturally wanted to find and solve these 
problems with noncommercial material. Fortu- 
nately, machine problems were nil and operator 
problems were few. Most troublesome, oddly 
enough, was getting used to the video cart's fast 
lockup time. The standard reel -to -reel VTR has a 
lockup time of approximately 6 seconds. This gave 
us 3 to 4 seconds of good, solid black before com- 
mercial content, in which the operator had time 
to take the tape machine on the air. But now, with 
the video cartridge machine, you have only a half 
to three- quarters of a second of black prior to 
program material. Our operators soon developed 
their own techniques and within a week a much 
smoother program switching operation evolved. 

The next step was to put commercials on a 
cartridge. As each commercial appeared day -by- 
day on the log, we dubbed the spot from reel -to- 
reel to cartridge format. Within a couple of days 
we had a library of some 200 commercials on 
cartridges. We went directly from reel -to -reel to 
cartridge with no backup; cartridge reliability 
made such a precaution unnecessary. Within a 
couple of weeks we had all our promos and reel - 
to -reel commercials on cartridges, and we asked 
the Traffic Department to group the videotape 
spots within each break so that they would appear 
sequentially. We did this to take advantage of 
automatic switching by the cart machine. which 
has proven infinitely better than an operator. This 
led to the first trend, the operator grouping the 
commercials together within a break -even if the 
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Traffic Department hadn't donc so. 

Freeing standard VTR's 

Our first department to take full advantage of 
the TCR -100 was the Promotion Department, 
whose people could now place their promotions 
wherever they wanted to. They previously were 
limited by the number of videotape machines 
available in a break. Almost concurrently, we noti- 
fied the Production Department that the cartridge 
machine was in use on the air, thus freeing our 
reel -to -reel time during the day for the Production 
Department's use. Previously, with our two reel - 
to -reel machines being scheduled for on -air play- 
backs, the Production Department couldn't do 
local productions. Now, we do multi -tape produc- 
tions even during prime time with no problems. 

Historically, if we could turn the clock back, 
a number of clear patterns would emerge to re- 
flect the influence the video cartridge machine has 
had upon our station's operation. In order to un- 
derstand these changes in operator and main- 
tenance attitudes, one must understand some of 
the operational parameters of the machine we are 
field testing. It has a storage capability of 22 
cartridges, which are loaded in numeric order, l 
through 22. 

The length of each taped segment on a cart 
may be from 2 seconds to 3 minutes. Up to eight 
spots may be programmed to play back -to -back 
with vertical -interval switching -full pixlock- be- 
tween each. Nine breaks may be programmed in 
advance. 

We have no random access for the carts. We 
have found through more than a year of operation 
that it is technically much less complicated and 
operationally much more successful to have all 
carts visible at all times. If changes must be made, 
it's a simple process of changing the cart that you 
can actually see. Operating controls are few, well 
organized and labeled, and have provided the com- 
plete operational flexibility we have needed. 

Day /night differences 

Another trend that evolved was that day op- 
erators never loaded the machine to anywhere 
near its full extent. In fact, the operator only 
loaded approximately a half hour's worth of video 
cartridge commercials, whereas the night operator 
loaded the magazine to its full capability. This 
operational trend was in no way dictated by the 
station; it evolved purely through the use of the 
cart machine. For example, during the day nu- 
merous changes must be accommodated quickly, 
whereas on the night shift, when almost everyone 
has gone home, log changes are minimal. In fact, 
we then have a status quo condition dictated by 
the earlier prepared schedule. 

We found another trend developing: the daily 
maintenance using the test cartridge supplied by 
RCA. This maintenance routine has become part 
of the daily operational procedure and is the key to 
the success of the TCR -100, as it eliminates many 
of the quadruplex errors that people have pre- 
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Author Weber brings his video cart machine to start 
position. 

viously been accustomed to. Adjustments such as 
burst phase, control -track phase, audio and video 
levels, centering the channel equalizer ranges, 
adjusting the chroma ratio, are all keyed to the 
test cartridge. Although the manufacturer had 
recommended approximately 10 minutes for the 
setup procedure, we have found that 15 to 20 
minutes is more desirable. Of that time, 10 to 15 

minutes are used to make the recommended ad- 
justments. We use the other 5 minutes for a 
physical inspection of the machine for any obvious 
discrepancies. In our opinion, this 5- minute inspec- 
tion is a valuable insurance policy. 

Film /cart dubbing 

A further operational trend which developed 
rapidly is transferring films to cartridges. For ex- 
ample, a client recently asked if we obtained 600 
plays from one film print. As you know, this is 

almost impossible. We could have asked the 
client for more prints. In our opinion, however, 
the logical step was to transfer that film to car- 
tridge format. From an operational standpoint, 
dubbing it once to cartridge is far easier than 
threading up the film 600 times. I might add that 
our experience also indicates that cartridge play- 
back quality is more consistent over long periods 
than any type of film projection in use today. 
Dubbing films to tape could even be taken to the 
extreme, where agencies would supply only one 
print of the film, and the station would transfer 
it to cartridge for ease of handling. 

Spot sequence 

Another operational practice has been made 
much easier by the video cartridge system. Some 
videotape commercials (in particular, 30- second 
spots) that are used in piggyback combination are 
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now being supplied as individual recordings on 
one spot reel. The station is expected to rearrange 
the 30- second spots in accordance with agency 
schedules. For example, four 30- second com- 
mercials may arrive on one spot reel and have to 
be rearranged in 4 -1, 1 -2, 3 -2, 3 -4, and 4 -2 com- 
binations. By simply transferring these 30- second 
spots to individual cartridges, operators can easily, 
with no increase in station expense, provide the 
agency with the piggyback combination it re- 
quires at will. Although I'm not primarily re- 
porting on the effect the video cartridge might 
have on commercial distribution, during the last 
Christmas advertising period, agencies (in par- 
ticular those associated with toys) were distribut- 
ing piggyback commercials arranged in different 
orders that were constantly rearranged. A more 
logical way for the agency could have been to 
supply us with the 30- second spots in individual 
reels, let us transfer them to video cartridge for- 
mat, and then rearrange the spots at will. This ex- 
planation sounds repetitive, but it should be 
considered a significant fact that TV station op- 
erators will have to face in the very near future. 

Recently, the 30- second TV spot has become 
a national standard. About a year ago, 64% of all 
national commercials were 60 seconds, while 27% 
were 30 seconds. At the end of 1970, 50% of 
spots were 60 seconds, with 47% being 30 sec- 
onds. The trend is obviously toward 30- second 
spots. To the station operator, this means an in- 
creased number of handling operations. Previously, 
to air 60 seconds of commercials, he perhaps had 
one threading operation. Now with the increase of 
30- second spots he has two threading operations. 
Thus more human intervention is required to air 
the same amount of commercial time. As far as 
WDCA is concerned, all I can say is that if we had 
to handle an increase of videotape or film com- 
mercial spots with existing equipment, we couldn't 
do it. With the TCR -100, it's a very simple matter 
for us to handle these commercials with no in- 
crease in manpower or programming complexity. 
We leave the programming up to the machine 
switching system and rely upon the operator to 
insert more cartridges into the magazine. 

TCR stability 

Earlier, I touched on some errors common to 
quadruplex recorders. At this point, I'd like to 
report some other experiences I've had while field - 
testing the Television Cartridge Recorder. We 
have obtained total interchange of all types of 
quadruplex recordings with any number of head - 
wheels. We have proven that recordings and re- 
plays can be made with a consistency that can 
only be believed through viewing the results. To 
date, we've never had to touch the control -track 
phase knob. This almost sounds like an exag- 
geration when compared to the number of times 
you have to touch it on a reel -to -reel machine. 

Even after changing headwheels throughout a 
year of on -air operation, we have yet to change 
the original servo control settings. To us, as users 

of the video cartridge machine, it's obvious that 
manufacturers have overcome instability in elec- 
tronic circuit design, and are now capable of 
building servo systems that don't require adjust- 
ment over long periods of time. Also, headwheels 
and FM systems are totally interchangeable with 
one another and provide high -quality performance 
for a long time. One could also take a look at the 
logic system in the TCR -100. It consists of ap- 
proximately 1000 integrated circuits, of which I 
can honestly say we have only had trouble with 
one. That was a poor contact with the plug -in 
socket of one of the IC's. The manufacturer ad- 
vises that he is not using these sockets in the 
production model. 

Today at WDCA, the video cartridge machine 
is considered almost as something that has been 
with us since television itself started. The transfer 
of reel -to -reel to cartridge format, the transfer of 
film to cartridge format, and operator reliance 
upon cartridge switching are all taken as matter 
of fact. Each day the Traffic Department comes in 
with new commercials just received. They're put 
on top of the cartridge machine in their reel -to -reel 
form. The next morning, after equipment warmup 
and setup, the first job is to dub the spots onto 
cartridges. There are usually three to four new 
items to be put on cartridge. The total time taken 
for this operation is the length of the material plus 
approximately a minute or two for reel -to -reel ma- 
chine setup. And we take considerable care in 
order to maintain the proper burst phase, satura- 
tion, etc. I might add in transferring from film to 
cartridge, this includes painting the commercials 
that have been sent to us incorrectly color bal- 
anced. We use flesh tones as reference on film and 
video tape. 

We consider extra time in painting or setting 
up the reel -to -reel machine in the dubbing process 
as well spent, as this insures a perfect cartridge 
playback each time. This exact time match, 
coupled with precise cartridge switching, has gone 
a long way toward improving the quality of our 
station's air signal. It has been a remarkable im- 
provement, noticeable to the average viewer as 
well as to our competition. 

The TCR -100's reliability has been well be- 
yond our expectation. Overall presentation when 
replaying from one cartridge to another has been 
a great improvement over manual activation of 
several reel -to -reel machines. Video switching 
from one deck to another is not apparent to a home 
viewer, except for the change in program content. 
Furthermore, the TCR -100's cost of operation is 
much less than that of a reel -to -reel machine, and 
tape life is in the order of 300 passes per cartridge. 
Actually, I believe that this is really not a limita- 
tion but simply that we have not been able to put 
more passes on some of the cartridges in our li- 
brary. We feel certain that when manufacturers 
begin to deliver video cartridge machines in 
quantity, our experiences will be shared by many 
others, and there will be general operational 
changes at many television stations. BM /E 
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design Features of the 
Ampex Video Cassette 
Recorder By Howard W Town 

Promising savings in cost, time, and labor, 
Ampex's newly- introduced video cassette machine 
is designed for full or partial automation of 
spot commercials and other brief program segments. It 
holds up to 24 cassettes, each with as much 
as six minutes playing time (at 15 in. /s), and with complete 
random access. Other features include 
third -generation electronics and computer 
control techniques. 

AMONG THE HIGHLIGHTS of the equipment shown 
at the 1971 NAB Convention was the first demon- 
stration of a production model of the Ampex 
ACR -25 Automatic Video Cassette Recorder/ 
Reproducer. (An engineering prototype, demon- 
strating the concept, had been shown the year 
before.) 

This demonstration came at a time when ut- 
most interest was expressed by broadcasters in 
station automation -i.e., streamlining present 
complex operations, eliminating the risks of hu- 
man error, and automating tedious and repetitive 
tasks that consume the time of talented personnel 
and expensive equipment. 

So much has been said and written about 
station automation in the past few months, that 
the mass of information and misinformation can 
easily become confusing. This is particularly true 
in an industry that is just becoming familiar with 
the computer, and with the potentials of automatic 
equipment control in a broadcast facility. 

Yet the basic aims of automation are few and 
simple: 

Simplify broadcast operational complexities. 
Provide flexibility and efficient utilization of 

plant equipment. 
Provide optimum system reliability and on -air 

performance. 
Modernize broadcast facilities for maximum 

profit. 
These guideposts of automation were the ulti- 

mate objectives undertaken by Ampex in designing 
the ACR -25. I shall briefly describe the equip- 
ment, then explain how it was designed to satisfy 
the basic objectives mentioned above. 

The ACR -25 comprises two consoles: One is a 
transport console containing two tape transports 
(which operate at 15 or 71 in. /s), and a rotating 
carrousel storage bin which holds up to 24 cas- 

Howard W. Town is Manager of Product Planning 
for the Ampex Video Products Division, Redwood 
City, Calif. 
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settes. The other is a control console containing 
monitoring and all operating control panels and 
electronics. 

An automatic, 40 -event memory programmer 
located in the control console allows the operator 
to program the play sequences of the 24 cassettes, 
which may be randomly loaded in the carrousel. 

The cassettes, each capable of handling as 
much as six minutes of programming, are alter- 
nately selected and presented to the two transports. 
The video tape is automatically threaded by a 
vacuum load system, then cued, played, stopped, 
rewound and withdrawn from the transport. The 
cassettes are automatically replaced in the car- 
rousel. Furthermore, the entire operation is ac- 
complished with hands -off control. 

Transport operation is fast enough to permit 
segments as brief as 10 seconds to be played in 
back -to -back sequence. This means that in the 
time it takes one transport to play a 10- second 
segment, the other transport may rewind and un- 
load a previously played commercial, of up to 
60- second duration, then receive and cue the next 
pre -programmed spot 

Simplified operational complexities 

One purpose of the ACR -25 is to eliminate 
the playback complexities and reduce the time - 
consuming function of playing brief segments (six 
minutes and under), such as spot commercials, 
station breaks, promos, ID's, news clips and sports 
and weather briefs. 

Traditionally, brief segments have been indi- 
vidually placed on separate reel -to -reel units which 
require considerable handling of video tape and 
set -up adjustments. By contrast, a single ACR -25 
handles all such short events that are aired by a 
station in a broadcast day. This allows operators 
to return to the production function and use reel - 
to -reel recorders for the purposes for which they 
are best suited. 

While the automatic cassette reproducer pro- 
vides relief for the short -segment programming 
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complexities by automatically accomplishing the 
playback of brief materials, it also has, inherent in 
its design, several labor- and time- saving functions 
so that it can function as a truly automatic play- 
back center. 

The operator may place up to 24 cassettes 
(each containing standard two -inch quadruplex 
tape on which is recorded a commercial, ID, etc.) 
into the carrousel in any convenient order. It is 
necessary only that he note on the station log the 
position or carrousel bin occupied by each cas- 
sette. Once he has determined the order in which 
the cassettes are to be aired, according to the log, 
the operator uses the automatic control panel on 
the front of the transport console to enter the 
proper cassette playback sequences. Once the 
cassettes have been so programmed, the ACR -25 
memory controls cassette playback sequence. 

The rotating carrousel delivers the first pro- 
grammed cassette to Transport A. There, a 

vacuum system threads the transport by drawing 
the tape into the tape path. Next, the transport 
advances the tape into the leader and parks it at 
the cue -up point, 200 milliseconds before the 
start of the recorded material. A second com- 
mand rolls the spot (or PSA, lD, etc.). In the 
meantime, an identical loading operation is oc- 
curring in Transport B. 

When one transport has finished playing a 
commercial, it may automatically trigger the roll 
command for the second transport. The following 
operation then occurs in the first transport: The 
video head guide block, audio shield and capstan 
retract into the transport, the tape is shifted away 
from the head area and is rewound onto the supply 

reel of the cassette. By this time, the carrousel 
has presented the appropriate bin to the transport 
so the cassette can be replaced in its home position. 
The carrousel then delivers the next scheduled 
cassette to the transport and the vacuum load 
system begins threading the commercial. The 
guide block, audio shield and capstan re -enter the 
tape path and the tape is moved into contact with 
the heads so it may be cued to the ready position. 

Since the guide block, audio shield and capstan 
are retracted from the tape path, and the tape is 
moved away from the head area during load and 
rewind operations, head and tape wear is mini- 
mized. 

Cassettes are simple. Each cassette is merely 
a vehicle to deliver tape to the transports. The 
tape is actually stored on two- inch -wide spools 
which are inserted into a cassette when required 
for active use on the ACR -25. When the tape 
is to be placed in inactive storage or mailed, the 
spool is simply removed from the cassette (by an 
operation roughly equivalent to extracting a 35- 
mm film roll from a camera) and placed in a 
mailing /storing container for further disposition. 

Flexibility in station programming 

Part of the automation concept is the capabil- 
ity of responding to last- minute program changes 
and providing alternate methods of accomplishing 
required tasks, so that equipment can be totally 
useful in all circumstances. 

Random access, for instance, not only simpli- 
fies loading and programming operations, but also 
insures accurate playback sequence -even in panic 
situations. 

ACR -25 transport console (left) can be separated by as much as 200 feet from control console. 
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View of transport with carrousel door open and live 
cassettes installed. 

Close -up of one transport mechanism. Front ac- 
cess facilitates cleaning and change of heads. 
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Automatic control panel. Display of next five upcoming events, upper 
right, are washed out. 

Once the ACR -25 is filled with cassettes and 
programmed, the operator is not stuck with the 
sequence in the system's memory. A late request 
for programming alteration -such as an insert, 
deletion or transposition of material -can be 
handled merely by entering the needed change on 
the control panel. This may be done right up to 
the very "moment of truth." 

If a requirement for late insertions is antici- 
pated, the operator can prepare the ACR -25 to 
receive late -arriving cassettes by programming an 
alternate sequence. Last -minute materials can then 
be loaded into the carrousel and the memory will 
call for their use at the proper time. If an alter- 
nate program is not used, the memory continues 
using available cassettes without interruption. 

Although the ACR -25 holds 24 cassettes, its 
memory is capable of handling up to 40 events, 
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Spool of two -inch -wide tape being loaded 
into cassette. Container at left is hr 
storing and mailing. 

anc: thus may he instructed to repeat cassettes or 
to start other equipment. 

Random- access features 

A variety of design alternatives were analyzed 
whin we decided upon the programming capabil- 
ities that would be built into the ACR -25. More 
ele nentary alternatives were available, such as 
placing the cassettes in the required playing order 
pri Dr to operation. Greatest equipment value is 
realized, however, by a design which offers true 
rardom- access control and broad flexibility. 

The Ampex broadcast cassette system permits 
the 10- second back -to -back cycle speed to meet 
the growing requirement for increasingly shorter 
commercials. The trend toward facility automa- 
t i demands that the ACR -25 permit simple and 
automatic operation and allow simple interface 
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into computer -controlled facilities. 

Third -generation VTR design 

All major features designed originally into the 
Ampex AVR -1 third -generation videotape re- 
corder, are incorporated into the ACR -25 to allow 
its use as an automatic record /reproduce system. 
They include: 

Automatic tracking ... uses information off 
the recorded video tracks to modulate the capstan - 
drive signal and allow perfect head -to -tape posi- 
tioning, even in the absence of a standard control - 
track signal. 

Automatic standards selection . . . deter- 
mines the recorded broadcast standard (highband 
or lowband), and automatically switches the re- 
produce electronics to accommodate that standard. 

Auto chroma ... normalizes equalization of 
reproduced individual channel chroma by allowing 
correction on a band -by -band and line -by -line 
basis. 

Velocity correction ... performed by meas- 
uring and correcting color hue errors on each par- 
ticular line. 

Remote and automated operation ... allows 
operation of many controls from a remote location 
with a dc voltage that may be transmitted in digital 
form over conventional communications links or 
from a computer. 

In addition to the features common with the 
AVR -1, the ACR -25 also provides pre -set 
chroma phase control, which permits recording, 
on the tape's cue track, the desired position of 
manual chroma phase adjustments. During all 
subsequent playbacks of the tape, the reproduce 
signal from the cue track generates a correction 
identical to the original manual adjustment. 

Flexibility is also provided in cassette tape 
lengths. Any length of tape required for a cassette 
program, from one second to six minutes at 15 
in. /s and up to 12 minutes at 71 in. /s, may be 
used in an ACR -25 cassette. 

Various system uses 

The ACR -25 may be used in any broadcast 
system configuration. It may be controlled from 
its own console, from a central control panel or 
by a computer program. Although designed for 
totally automated operation, the system can in- 
stantly be switched into semi- automatic control 
for special requirements. 

Previously recorded quadruplex materials 
made on a reel -to-reel or cassette system may be 
spooled for play on the ACR -25. Machine oper- 
ation is not confined to certain tapes produced on 
specific recorders, or to tapes that have been pre- 
packaged into locked cartridges. 

Conversely, a high- quality blank two -inch 
broadcast video tape, of any length required, can 
be spooled, placed in a cassette and loaded into 
the ACR -25. It may then be recorded in a format 
that is fully compatible with all other standard 
quadruplex videotape machines. 

To facilitate dubbing, the ACR -25 may record 

on both transports simultaneously, or may record 
on either transport while the other is in the play- 
back mode. 

Another innovation in the ACR -25 is the op- 
portunity of making adjustments to tapes recorded 
elsewhere. An automatic cue sequence record 
feature permits simple and automated insertion 
of roll cues, out cues and control information onto 
the cue track of videotape spots for precise auto- 
matic cueing and playing. The operator merely 
needs to know exact program duration in hours, 
minutes, seconds and frame numbers, and the 
location on the videotape of the exact beginning 
of the program. 

All cue sequence recording data required for 
automatic operation may be placed on the cue 
track along with chrominance phase correction in- 
formation (when required) without disturbing the 
original pictures and sound. All adjustments en- 
tered in this manner are automatically performed 
each time the spot is replayed. 

Optimum reliability and performance 

Of utmost importance, the ACR -25 is de- 
signed and built according to the requirements of 
third -generation broadcast videotape equipment. 
This concept denotes a marriage of the most up -to- 
date electronic circuitry, video technology and 
computer techniques. The vacuum transports, for 
instance, utilize methods developed and proven in 
computer tape drives to provide precise, positive 
tape control, gentle handling and rapid operation. 

No combination of mechanical arms and levers 
is capable of handling tape motion nearly as ac- 
curately or carefully as the vacuum -control system. 
The vacuum transports allow precise and uniform 
tape tension throughout fast forward, play and 
rewind operations, and insure an even, uniform 
tape pack for storage and shipping. The vacuum 
transports also permit tape handling in a dust - 
free environment. Transport loading is accom- 
plished with an absolute minimum of mechanical 
parts. 

The ACR -25, like its third- generation brother, 
the AVR -1 reel -to -reel VTR, permits fast lock -up 
with fully synchronous operation. Instead of 
phasing the output of the recorder to local studio 
sync, the ACR -25 is driven from the local sync 
generator and the signal output is mixed with 
local sync, blanking and color burst. This results 
in fully synchronous operation at all times, so the 
output of the ACR -25 may easily be mixed with 
that of other in -plant equipment. 

A special feature of the ACR -25 permits time- 
sharing the video signal -processing, time -base 
stabilization and velocity compensation -with an 
AVR -1, so the two units may perform as corn - 
panion broadcast centers in a television station. 

The third generation electronics and transport 
used in the ACR -25 permit start -response times 
of 200 milliseconds to eliminate preparatory pro- 
cedures such as leader count -downs, and to per- 
mit truly precise and streamlined playback of 
brief segments of broadcast material. BM /E 
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WBNS TV found profits in color 
film, and Columbus discovered 
America. "Thanks to the Kodak ME -4 process, 
our viewers are getting a more complete picture of 
what's happening around the country," says Ea Eakins, 

Promotion Manager for WBNS-TV in Columbus. 
"We've increased our news and sports coverage to 

over one million feet of color film a year. And since we 
no longer depend on outside processing, our deadlines 
are more flexible. When a big story breaks we can film 

around the clock -updating our news for each broadcast. 
"The actual switch to ME -4 processing was no prob- 

lem at all.Thanks to the ease of operation and Kodck's 
packaged chemicals, we were getting first rate f Im 

quality right from the start. 
"And once you have a color processor, the word gets 

around pretty fast. We're processing commercials for 
advertising agencies, industrial films for a nearby re- 

search institute and sports films for one of the State Uni- 
versities. At the rate we're going, our outside business 
alone should pay for the investment!" 

Want to improve your profit picture? Check out he 

commercial processing opportunities in your local a-ea. 
And if you don't have the Kodak ME -4 process yet: con- 
tact your nearest Kodak Representative right away. Be- 

fore your competitors make the discovery. 

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY ATLANTA: Bob Baker 404,' 351- 

6510 /CHICAGO: Dick Potter 312/654- 0200 /DALLAS: Frank Reinkin= 2.4/ 
351- 3221 /HOLLYWOOD: John Waner 213/464 -6131NEW YORK: BII Red - 

dick 212/262 -7100 /SAN FRANCISCO Joe Semmelmoyer 415/776 -6055 
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CONSIDERI 
AUTOMATIO 

N G 

N 

Consider Full Spectrum Automation from 
Broadcast Products! Versatile, flexible and 
completely station -proved for unmatched ac- 
curacy and dependability, our automation 
systems are designed to meet your own AM 
or FM format. 
Whether you're Rock, Live Sound C &W, Hit 
Parade, Good Music FM or MOR ... Broad- 
cast Products has the automation system for 
you. All systems are solid- state -and de- 
signed on a modular basis allowing you to 
custom -build automation on an as -you -grow 
basis . . . to meet present and future re- 
quirements. 
Our wide range of system types, capabilities 
and plug -in modular components is un- 
matched in the industry. Whether you require 
a `mini' stereo system handling up to 8 inputs 
for under $6000 ... or full -capability 24 -hour 
automation featuring direct -access MOS 
"pushbutton" programming with complete 
random select, English printout logging and 
computer billing ... Broadcast Products has 
it now! If you're already automated, we also 
have the right add -on components to upgrade 
any system now in use. 
If you're considering automation, whether a 
new system or upgrading an older one, be 
selective. Look before you buy. Investigate 
the full range of automation systems and 
components from Broadcast Products. 

For complete information, 
write or call: 

MODEL 5025 

4tiglaq N 
11111 4MT$talU3$$ I E 

TINE 

Itillirtlin ti/ T 
T lTIl 

i. 

GATE BROADCAST PRODUCTS 

$1111 

CO. INC 

r$, 

$': 
$ 

.,wc.ro. 
.r 

0 $M$¡$$$ 

11114111',. 1 $ 

YWRö--L-ptWM.. 

- 
: 
I r a 

ND 

®ell 
Ell II®®® 

J 

szcaees:stsssasaeecc»m.. 

u . . just wait 'tu you 
see ours! 

BROADCAST PRODUCTS, INC. 
12330 WILKINS AVENUE, ROCKVILLE, MARYLAND 20852 

PHONE: (301) 881 -2232 
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BROADCAST 

L QIJfl'ML NT 
New and significant 

For more information, 

circle boldfaced 

numbers on Reader 

Service Card. 

Quadraphonic encoder puts four 
stereo channels into two for FM 
broadcasting or recording. A 
front panel switch allows choice 
of either the Dynaquad or Elec- 
trovoice Stereo -4 matrixing 
parameters. The QE -1 Encoder 

is on a standard 19" rack, is 

13 /a" high, and puts out more 
than 20 dBm into 600 -ohm 
lines. It is available either 
with unbalanced output, or with 
transformer output for driving 
balanced lines. Also available is 

a matching monitor, the MP -2. 
$250 for unbalanced- output 
model, $300 for balanced, $125 

for the monitor. GATELY. 275 

Video processing amplifier se- 
ries will restore signal to correct 
level, remove hum, restore 
proper vertical interval, clip 
black -and -white overshoots with- 
out affecting chrominance. Sync 
Generator provides new blank- 
ing and burst pulses. The series 
thus allows the operator to con- 
trol video gain, pedestal, sync 
level, chroma level, and burst 
phase. The complete series in- 
cludes the 6100 processing am- 
plifier, 6500 sync generator, 
genlock and power supply units. 
DYNASCIENCES CORPORATION. 

276 

Digital timer /switcher measures 
video tape footage by counting 
the control track signal on the 

tape. The DTS -100 shows 
elapsed time and remaining 
time, in digital readout, in hours, 
minutes, or seconds (frames op- 
tional). It can be reset to zero 
at any point in time. Provides 
clocking for all modes of tape 
motion: record, play, fast for- 
ward, or rewind. It can be pre- 
set to turn equipment on or off 
automatically at a prescribed 
time. KAITRONICS. 277 

Broadband two -way cable series 
includes units for complete sys- 
tems. New in the Starline 
Twenty series for two -way oper- 
ation are: SCD -2W and SCL- 
2W standard connector chassis; 
SPP -S power packs; TF -30 and 
TF -l08 high -low split trunk fil- 
ters; DF -30 high -low split 
distribution filter; and the 
TRA -108 and TR -130 return 
amplifiers. Together with other 
units in the Starline Twenty 
series, the new units provide 
broadband two -way service 
adapted to future CATV re- 
quirements. JERROLD. 278 

Bonded -gap magnetic recording 
heads use intimate molecular bond 
of gap spacer material to the mag- 
netic core. Ferromol cular gaps can 
be from below 50 microinches to 
above 500 microinches, use a long - 
wearing gap material that doesn't 
develop a void, avoid magnetic poi- 
soning of core tips, to keep mag- 
netic and physical gaps close. NoR- 
TRONICS. 280 

Function generator has .0001 Hz to 
I I MHz bandwidth, and produces 
sine, square, triangle, ramp, pulse, 
and sync waveforms. Model 7060 
makes pulses from 100 ns to 1000 
seconds in width. Operator can set 
start and stop frequencies in sweep 
operation. Modes are run, gate, 
burst, or sweep. For transmission 
line testing it produces the sine= 
pulse throughout its frequency 
range. External sync or triggering 
can be used. $845. EXACT. 281 

September, 1971 -BM /E 

Preformed shield connector has ar- 
row- shaped contactor with one - 
way sawteeth for making positive 
contact with cable shield. Smith - 
Bond Shield Connector eliminates 
punching holes in cable covering, 
makes tight, low- resistance contact, 
with shield compressed between ar- 
row and Cover. PREFORMED LINE 
PRODUCTS. 282 

Tunable band -pass filters with dc- 
tented controls give accurate repeat- 
ability. DTF Series each has 24 posi- 
tions, can be supplied in any octave 
range from 48 MHz to 4 GHz. Dial 
can be calibrated in frequency, nu- 
merically, or alphabetically. $350- 
700. TEXSCAN. 283 

Base station extension control allows 
remote operation of two -way radio 
station. XR -4 has push -to -talk hand- 
set, transmit indicator light and vol- 
ume control. It can be had with 

intercom operation, multi -frequency 
switching, or handset volume con- 
trol. $89.50. ALPHA ELECTRONICS 

285 

DBM meter has extended range 
from - 70 to +10 dBm. Model 81 

is battery operated, responds from 
20 Hz to 20 kHz between -40 and 

(Continued on page at 
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BRAND -NEW -An Indispensable Guidebook For Anyone 
Who Wants To Improve His On- The -Air -Ability! 

How to Become a Radio 
Disc Jockey By Hal Fisher 

Improve your skill as a DJ! Learn how 
to capture more listeners ... with this 
authoritative, complete study and 
practice guide. 

Now, from the author ol "The flan Behind the Mike 
and The Radio Program Ideabook copes the most 

extraordinary book of its kind. Written by a broadcast 
consultant and coach, How To Become a Radio Disc 
Jockey is expressly formulated to serve a dual purpose - 
as a self -improvement guide for new DJs who want to 
sound like veteran announcers, and as a self -study guide 
for those who want to break into announcing. This corn - 
prehensive 25- lesson course can be used by any talented 
person who wishes to go it alone with his tape recorder 
in the privacy of his home, or it can be used as a class- 
room text for group instruction purposes. 

A Veritable Course in Radio Showmanship 
How To Recente a Radio Disc Jockey is a revolution- 

ary departure front the cut -and -dried home -study textbook. 
The author has devised a unique, quick, and amazingly 
easy method to orient you toward a career of fun and 
profit in a fascinating field. A veritable course in radio 
showmanship. this hook was designed to make self -im- 
provement pleasant and enjoyable. You'll save valuable 
time as you study in the privacy of your own room, in 
your spare time. (Saves you money, too-no registration 
or tuition fees!) 

Makes You Fee/ at Home at the Controls 
During the 25 lessons in the first part of the hook. the 

author virivall leads you by the hand and expertly guides 
you to the d.xtrsteo of your first commercial assignment. 
He tells you ah:.ui commercial production practices and 
how effective promotion will increase your popularity. He 
explains how easily and almost effortlessly -without tech- 
nical knowledge -you can oh- 
tain your FCC operator's per- 
mit. The duties of a DJ in a 
commercial room are explained 
in detail, so you'll feel at home 
the first time you walk into one. 
How To Become a Radio Disc 
Jockey contains drills, exercises, 
illustrations, professional scripts 
and commercials -all the mate- 
rial you need to polish your 
skills. This handbook is also 
very suitable for use as a stand- 
ard outline for classroom teach- 
ers in educational radio, f-r 
instructors in communications 
in teacher's colleges, and in the 
studio -classrooms of schools of 
broadcast techniques. 

Improve Your Skills - 
Get a Better Job 

Learn how you can gain nec- 
essary poise. develop a spark- 
ling air personality, acquire all 
the little -known techniques of 
the professional DJ, and attain 
an authoritative news delivery 
-all in this one authoritative 
guidebook. For the beginner, 
the author tells you how to 
write effectively -worded classi- 
fied ads and job -getting letters 
of application. You'll learn how 
to prepare a professional pres- 
entation and how to compose 
an effective resume. And per- 
haps most important of all, the 
author tells how it is from the 
"other side of the desk" as he 
draws from his experiences as 
a broadcast executive who was 
responsible for interviewing and 
hiring. Everything you need to 
launch your career in the excit- 
ing world of radio is here, pre- 
sented in an easy -to -learn way. 
256 pps. Indexed. Hardbound. 

FREE CATALOG 

Send for FREE 20 -page cata- 
log describing many other 
titles of interest to Broad- 
cast Station personnel. 
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HOW TO BECOME A 

RADIO 

DISC JOCKEY 

By Hol Fisher 

HOW To Remote a Radio 

Disc Jockey contains drills. 
exercises, illustrations, pro- 
fessional scripts and com- 

mercials -all the material 
you need to polish your 
skills. This handbook is also 

very suitable for use as a 

standard outline for class- 

room teachers in educational 

radio, for instructors in 

communications in teacher's 

colleges, and in the studio - 
classrooms of schools of 
broadcast techniques. 

INTRODUCTORY PRICE 
ONLY $7.95 

\' 25 Fact -Filled 
Lessons 

\' Use as Easy 
Home -Study Course 

\' Used by Beginners 
& Veterans Alike 

\i Based on Years 
of Experience 

CONTENTS 
Stop, Think, Relax -How to 
"Roll" Your Way to Relaxation - 
How to Develop a Forceful 
Speaking Voice -How to Acquire 
Impeccable Pronunciation -How 
To Attract and Hold Listeners - 
Developing a Person -to- Person 
Approach -Analyzing a Commer- 
cial Announcement -Putting Your 
Imagination to Work -Words 
Have Character -YOU, the Living 
Slide Projector -How to Develop 
a Dynamic Personality -The Pause 
- Inflection -An Authoritative 
News Style- Techniques of the 
Interviewer -How To Become an 
Ad Libber -The Control Room - 
Obtaining Your FCC License- 
Getting Started- Effective Busi- 
ness Letters -Classified Ads -Y'-ur 
Professional Presentation-How 
to Write a Resume -The Inter - 
view-R a d i o Sales & the DJ- 
Broadcasting, A Woman's World 
-How to Build Your Popularity 
-Production Practices -The Art cf 
Timing -A Guide to Good Timing 
-A Final Briefing- Fifteen Pro- 
fessional Radio Scripts- Twenty 
Commercial Announcements - 
Trade Publications and Publish- 
ers. Index. 

NO RISK COUPON -MAIL TODAY 

TAB BOOKS, Blue Ridge Summit, Pa. 17214 

Please send me copies of "How to Become a Radio 
Disc Jockey" at the Introductory Price of only $7.95 (10% dis- 
count en 3 or more copies). 

[1 1 enclose $ Please invoice on 10 day FREE trial 

Name 

Company 

Address 

City St,te _. Zip 

SAVE POSTAGE by remitting with order. B -9ì 

Circle I I I on Reader Service Card 

+10 dBm. $189. DBX, INC. 284 

Audio programmer for video pro- 
grams works with matching video 
programmer. Model 1018 Audio 
Follow Programmer is tied to 8V4 
FER video programmer; audio 
switching then automatically follows 
program and cues bus selections on 
video programmer. $3995. VISCOUNT 
V irmo. 286 

Program equalizer gives exacting 
control of the "power region" in 
audio material, 200 Hz to 7500 Hz. 
Model PEQ -4 has six selectable low - 
frequency points for each peak and 
dip, and seven positions for mid - 
frequency dip and boost. S/n ratio 
is 89 dB, distortion below 0.1%. at 
24 dBm output. LANG. 287 

Broadcast color film camera has 
automatic control of luminance and 
black levels. The 1500 Series has 
three separate mesh vidicons, image 

enhancer to take detail from green 
signal for horizontal and vertical 
aperture correction, instant paint 
control, triple action automatics for 
hands -off operation. CoHU. 279 

Fresnel spotlight, first in new line, 
has ring focus which allows focus- 
ing from any point around the 
housing. The 10 -inch Ring -Focus 
Fresnel has 2000 -watt rating, and 
movable lens that lets the socket 
stay stationary, to eliminate flexing 
of input wiring. Quick- access rear 

(Continued on page 40) 
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Expensive? 
That's 

one thing 
Jamieson's 

new 
Compac 16/8 

color film 
processor 

isn't. 

Jamieson's new Compac 16/8 is priced 
at just $6,980. And that's complete, even 
to the crate it's shipped in. 

Study the picture of our new Compac 16/8. 
What you see is a completely operable 
machine. And what you see is what you get 
for the low, $6,980 price. 

Jamieson's Compac 16/8 conducts the 
standard ME -4 process at 20 feet per minute. 
With the advanced EH -101 * you can run 
it at 30 feet per minute. 

Our new Compac 16/8 runs 16mm and 
8mm completely interchangably. It warms 
up and is ready to go in 10 minutes flat. It 
can force two stops without slowing down. 

That's quite a bit for $6,980. 
But there's more. 

Jamieson's Compac 16/8 has a 2000 ft. 
magazine that's standard and a feed elevator. 

It has our patented tube tanks with features 
of high picture quality and economical cost, 
which are well known in Jamieson's 
larger models. 

This new, low -cost color film processor 
has a new, quiet buffer squeegee. It has the 
automatic controls featured in larger 
machines and a complete set of flow meters. 

We'd like to tell you more about our new 
Compac 16/8 and what it can do for your 
station. So write or call us. 

How about 35mm Slides? 
If you use many color slides, take a look at 
Jamieson's Compac 35/16. It processes 
35mm slides as well as 16mm news film 
and commercials and at the same low price 
as the Compac 16/8. 

*The EH -101 procedure uses standard ME-4 chemistry at slightly higher temperatures. 

EQUIPMENT DIVISION 

JAMIESON FILM COMPANY 
9171 KING ARTHUR DRIVE, DALLAS, TEXAS 75247 (214) 638 -2660 

Circle 12 on Reader Service Card 
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Two men from 
Australia 

are coming 
to get you 

(or at least have a darned good try!) 

Communications Engineers are 
Australia's most wanted commodity. 

And the Australian Post Office will pay 
good money to get them. Two men 
from the Australian Post Office are 

coming to get you or at least have a 
darned good try! They'll be in the U.S. 

in September and October, armed with 
all the facts and figures about the 

A.P.O. and Australia. 
But here's just a preview: The A.P.O.. 
Australia's biggest business, controls 

Australia's postal and public tele- 
communications services, and provides 

all T.V. /Radio transmission and relay 
services. Value of the telecommunica- 

tions network is about $US2,500.000,000 
increasing by about 

$US350,000,000 annually. 
Australia has a different environment 

sure. But most Americans take to 
Australia. They like the big beaches, 

the weather, the friendliness. Ask 
anyone who's been to Australia. 

Cost of living? Some things are dearer, 
most things aren't. And Australia is a 

great place for children to grow up. 
Really great. 

You'll need at least two years' 
professional experience preferably 
more. You should hold a degree in a 

recognised branch of Engineering 
from a U.S. University (if awarded 

following a course accredited by the 
Engineers Council for Professional 

Development). Alternatively, any 
degree which satisfies graduate 
membership requirements of the 
Institution of Engineers (Australia). 
If you're selected, you and your family 
will be flown out first class, and return 
at the end of three years. Extensions 
and permanent location are also 
possible. Salary will be negotiated 
according to qualifications and 
experience, and accommodation 
allowances will apply in most cases. 
There's a wide variety of work 
administration, design, planning, 
development, research, construction, 
installation and maintenance in 
communications and general 
engineering services. 

Here's how to arrange 
an interview: 
Send a brief personal and career 
résumé to Mr. L. Mead, Executive 
Officer. Australian Embassy, 
1601 Massachusetts Avenue N.W., 
Washington. D.C., U.S.A. There's no 
obligation. And rest assured your letter 
will be treated with absolute confidence. 
The A.P.O. representative will arrange 
convenient interviews for all suitable 
applicants. 
Are you ready to look at this exciting 
new challenge from Australia? 
Then write now! 

Communications for a Continent... 
in a multi -million -dollar national business! 

The Australian Post Office 
Circle 113 on Reader Service Card 
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door gives easy relamping. Both grid 
and floor -stand models available. 
$225. BERKEY-COLORTRAN. 288 

Broadcast video switcher primarily 
for smaller broadcast production stu- 
dios and remote mobile operations 
will accept up to 15 non -composite 
or composite signals. Model VBS- 
250-ME uses solid- state, plug -in 
switch points, input /output amplifi- 
ers, and SCR electronic control cir- 
cuits. It has bounce -free switching, 
four operating busses, 11 effects with 
external and internal keying, tally 
control, and remote control panel. 
INTERNATIONAL NUCLEAR. 289 

111)-011 cable harness allows quick 
assembly of cables into protective 
"tube" or groups of tubes. Zipper - 
tubing opens and shuts along its en- 
tire length, and can be re- opened and 
reshut at any time, allowing easy 
addition or removal of cable. Tubing 
wall can be of Teflon, Mylar, asbes- 
tos, PVC, or other material chosen 
for physical and dielectric character- 
istics to match the application. ZIP - 
PERTUBING CO. 290 

Amplifier chain for "L" band cas- 
cades up to 10 kilowatts. With four 
stages, which are separately avail- 
able, the chain goes to 16, 160, 1200, 
and 10,000 watts. A -2027 first stage 
is solid -state. A -2019, A -2001, and 
A -2000 stages that follow use vac- 
uum tubes. The chain provides a 
maximum of 3.0 microsecond pulse 
width with maximum duty cycle of 
0.1%. Chain, less than $10,000. 
ACRODYNE. 291 

Color studio package includes a 
color videotape recorder, a color re- 
corder with assemble- and -insert elec- 
tronic editing, control console, cam- 
era sync generator, waveform and 
color monitors, portable lighting sys- 
tem, monochrome camera. Color - 
caster IV is designed as a system, 
and is completely installed by the 
maker. $39,914. INTERNATIONAL 
VIDEO CORP. 292 

High -power switching combiner pro- 
vides parallel operation of two TV 
transmitters. Series 56000 Combiners 
will automatically switch a failed 
transmitter to a dummy load, shunt 
the remaining transmitter directly to 
the diplexer. Operation can be man- 
ual or by hand -wired logic circuits 
MICRO -COMMUNICATIONS INC. 293 

FM receiver -modulator for weather - 
casts provides pickup of forecasts and 
warnings of the National Oceanic 
and Atmospheric Administration. 

(Continued on page 42) 
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now... 

a company 

that has AM. FM 

and TV frequency 

and modulation 

monitoring 

systems. 

Type Approval #3 -176 

-.00.0111111111111e 

Type Approval 

STEREO 
MONITOR 

1ypP Approval ñ-lai 

Type Approval #3 -162 

tlf) p f Q;O( 

Type Approva N Not Required d 
Type Approval #3 -181 

Now ... Belar. Belar is the only company that has the necessary type approvals 
on all three monitoring systems. Belar accuracy permits use of the maximum power 
allowable and maximum power means maximum profit. Add to this that all 
Belar equipment is immediately available. 

Isn't it time you stopped running around and finally settled for a company that can 
handle all your frequency and modulation monitoring needs? Contact Arno Meyer . . 

he'll show you the way. 

B 
September, 1971 -BM /E 

EL BELAR ELECTRONICS LABORATORY, INC., DEPT. 1M -91 

BOX 83, UPPER DARBY, PA. 19084 (215) 789 -055aí 
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new 
cinematic 

for 
techniques 

V 

Bursting circle wipe 

Animated ladder wipe 

.a. -.e.---- .. M\., 'IOMI Milo, ..M.. y . ....a..... .... 6MM. MESON' .WO P 'OI . MIMI IP '' MMO. MINIM .. TMN.. ..........a...... M.- UM' M 
M.=="'"--='-"" 

MIN' 1- -. "'OO. Mr .r ,. M. 
MO I I M. MI 1 I . 
EEL g, . 

- \N. I 
ANON . ..... . 'NOON. 

.a /'IOOON 'MOMO MEMO Mo. AEI MUM MNIMM. 
1 8 OMOI6 I NIIN.NMNMIr ....a ..... 

'41MM. I 1 NNOM. -p ----': :p1IO_ 
Animated psychedelic wipe 

More than 50 sophisticated 
electronic wipes and 
transitions 

Enjoy the competitive edge 
in your market with these 
exclusive production 
techniques. 

Write or call: 8121332 -7251. 

SARKES TARZIAN, INC. 
Broadcast Equipment Division 
Bloomington, Indiana 47401 
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The FMW -2000 Weathermod con- 
verts the weathercasts to any fre- 
quency in the 88 -108 MHz FM 
broadcast band. Audio output is also 
provided, so broadcasts can be put 
on CATV weather channel. CATEL 
CORPORATION. 294 

Portable interference and noise me- 
ter covers 31 -250 MHz band. Model 
31A uses a calibrated attenuator to 
set reading of noise signal equal to 
reference reading of circuit noise. 
This allows high- accuracy reading of 
field strength, or tracing signals to 
source by direction finding or inten- 
sity comparison techniques. EDDY - 

STONE RADIO, 295 

Color TV monitor has 23" diagonal 
screen, accepts RF or bridged direct 
TV video and audio line feed. Model 
JP -968WX has AccuColor auto- 
matic tuning, black matrix kine- 
scope, automatic fine tuning, 75 -ohm 
video output jack for off -air record- 
ing. RCA. 296 

Antenna for STL and point -to -point 
radio has minimum gain of 14 dB 
over half -wave dipole. Model MF- 
960 covers 940 -960 MHz, with 
VSWR under 1.3 : 1. Horizontal 
beam is under 18 °, vertical under 
32 °. SCALA. 298 

"Dry- clean" Your Video 
Tapes to Cut Drop -outs 
If you have some older video tapes 
that have become unusable be- 
cause of drop -outs, don't resign- 
edly chuck them out. Send them to 
the dry cleaner! 

That's a service being offered 
by Television Equipment Associ- 
ates at 9 Cliff Drive, Bayville, New 
York. TEA uses a Magnetek tape 
cleaner to take off the dust, oxide 
clumps, and other crud that can 
get between tape and playback 
head, lowering the quality of the 
video image. The Magnetek uses 
a combination of a precisely ad- 
justed cleaning blade and multiple 
tissue wiping. 

TEA says that the machine has 
removed up to 70 percent of all 
dropouts on tapes brought in, 
more than enough to move a tape 
from the unusable to the usable 
column. Rates for cleaning range 
from $10 for a one -hour tape, on 
orders of five to nine, down to 
$7 for a one -hour tape, on orders 
of 20 and more. Tapes are shipped 
prepaid to TEA and are ordinarily 
returned in four days. Half -hour 
tapes run from $6 to $9 each, de- 
pending on quantity. Tapes show- 
ing no noticeable improvement are 
charged at half the regular price. 

GBC CUTS VIDICON 

PRICES IN HALF! 
If you're not buying your replacement 
vidicons from GBC, you're wasting 
money. These are brand new, first qual- 
ity, fully guaranteed tubes In factory 
sealed cartons. Made by Hitachi. How do 
we do it? The answer Is volume. GBC 
sells more than 90% of the replacement 
vidicons used in this country. 

Model 7735A Very high sensitivity. Pro- 
vides sharp clear pictures even at low 
light levels, with minimum lag $34.50 

Model 0507 Similar to 7735A, but sepa- 
rate mesh design allows overall beaming 
without loss of detail. Improves resolu- 
tion and high amplitude response. $74.50 

Model 70311 Used in many live cameras 
and film chains $34.50 

Model 7262A Exact replacement for Sony 
and Panasonic $34.50 

Model 20 PE11 2/3" vidicon. Used in 
many low priced cameras $34.50 

Model 1623 2/3" vidicon. Used in Sony 
battery operated portable $34.50 

1 "Tivieon Silicon diode faceplate $695.00 

2)3" Tivieon Silicon diode facep la to 5695.00 
Prices shown are in lots of 5. Add 10% 
for lesser quantities. 

EXTRA! We also carry a full tine of GE broad- 
cast and industrial vidicons. Name your own poison. 
Whatever you need, we can supply ... at incredibly 
low prices. 

GBC Closed CirCUit TV Corp. 
74 FIFTH AVE, N.Y., N.Y.10011/1212)989.4433 
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Degaussers 
Bulk Tape Tape Head 

BULK TAPE ERASERS assure clean, 
noiseless tape . . . on cartridges, reels 
or cassettes. Our new Model 300C is a 
heavy -duty table -top unit with spindle 
that even erases 101/ " -dia., 1" -wide 

300C 200C/220C 

video tape reels (and everything small- 
er), costs just $44.95. Model 200C is 
hand -held, pushbutton- operated eraser, 
$22.60. Similar Model 220C for 230 
VAC /50 Hz use is $24.60. 

HEAD DEMAGNETIZER is indispensable 
for proper tape head maintenance, maxi- 
mum frequency response, low tape noise. 
Pole piece will not damage head. Only 
$8.00. 

Order direct or write for details. 

BROADCAST ELECTRONICS, INC. 
A Fllmway Company 

8810 Brookville Rd., Silver Spring, Md. 20910 
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aims 

Thirty million 
people behind 

the iron curtain 
rely on Radio 

Free Europe... 
and Radio Free 

Europe relies on 
MAGNECORD 

TELEX® 
Irl 

96.)0 Aldrich Avenue South 
Mr,neapolis, Minnesota 55420 

RFE is the leading free radio station 
broadcasting to East Europe. 
These Magnecords are a key part 
of RFE's master control system, the hee -t 
of their broadcasting operation. 

RFE designed and built the master con rol 
system and had to meet unique engine ring 
requirements with the best possible equip- 
ment. That's why they chose Magnecor i. 

Magnecords are used to program 
simultaneously in five languages, bearrd 
to five separate countries. Each langua! ;e 
has a bank of rugged, reliable Magnecords 
for consistently high performance under 
the most demanding conditions. 

Magnecord die -cast mainplate assures 
permanent mechanical alignment. Progaam 
timing accuracy is held constant by the 
hysteresis synchronous capstan drive. 
And, each reel has its own heavy duty 
permanent split capacitor motor. 

RFE can't afford to take any chances vs. ith its 
equipment. When field proven depende - 
bility and professional quality are available, 
why settle for anything less? Select 
Magnecord. Made in the U.S. by Telex 

CANADA: DOUBLE DIAMOND ELECTRONICS, LTD., 34 Progress Ave.. Scarborough 4, Ontario 

EXPORT ROYAL SOUND COMPANY, INC.. 409 North Main Street, Freeport, New York 11520 
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READY TO 
TRADE IT IN? 

We're offering these two 
solid -state replacements 
in trade: 

FIM-21 
535 KHz to 
1605 KHz 

or 

FIM -41 
540 KHz to 
4.8 MHz 
(Measures AM Broadcast 
Harmonics to -80db) 

Typical Features: 
Front Panel Speaker Illuminated 

Meter and Dial Ganged Osc /Receiver 
Tuning High Adjacent Channel Rejec- 
tion Stable over Wide Temperature 
Range Long Battery Life (standard D 
cells) External RF Input Jack 

If you're ready to trade up to the next 
generation of Field Strength Meters from 
the manufacturer of the 120(WX -2), please 
write or call: 

PI 
POTOMAC INSTRUMENTS, inc. 

932 Philadelphia Ave. 
Silver Spring, Md. 20910 

Phone: (301) 589 -3125 
Circle 118 on Reader Service Card 
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L 
For copies of these literature offer- 
ings, circle numbers for appropriate 
items on Reader Service Card. 

Single -ended CATV amplifiers are 
covered in a position paper which 
reviews advantages and disadvan- 
tages as against push -pull, split band, 
and distributed amplifiers. AEL 
Communications Corp. 200 

High -speed broadcast video contact 
duplicator is covered in data sheet 
with all specs and functional descrip- 
tion. Ampex Corporation. 201 

Automatic time and temperature an- 
nouncers, real time (network) switch - 
ers, and solid state random memory, 
with functional descriptions, speci- 
fications, are the subject of data 
sheets. International Good Music. 

202 

Miniature twin plugs and patch cords 
are described in a four -page bulletin. 
Switchcraft. 203 

Selected articles from the Lenkurt 
Demodulator, covering the period 
1966 to 1970. It is Volume II in a 
series. (Volume I covered pre -1966 
articles.) With 468 pages, it sells for 
$7.50. Lenkurt Inc., 1105 County 
Road, San Carlos, Calif. 

Short -form catalog covers HF recei- 
vers, mixers, electronic switches, 
amplifiers, frequency doublers, fil- 
ters, directional couplers, power 
splitters, and other related products. 
Lorch. 204 

Coaxial load resistors, absorption 
watt -meters, RF attenuators, calorim- 
eters, and coax switches are shown 
in four -page short -form catalog. 
Bird Electronic. 205 

Pamphlet, "ABC's of Radio and 
Television," has been issued as a 
giveaway for broadcast station visi- 
tors, a community mailer, and school 
resource book. It covers the history 
and nature of American broadcast- 
ing, includes the FCC's "Broadcast 
Primer," and extensive statistics on 
the industry. Copies are $.35 each. 
Television Information Office. 745 
Fifth Ave., New York 10022 

Automation 12 -page brochure dis- 
cusses the philosophy, advantages, 
equipment, engineering of automa- 
tion in television broadcasting. Block 
diagrams of complete automated sta- 

tions are shown. Ampex Corpora- 
tion. 206 

Prepared music programs for broad- 
cast stations on tape, some with 
announcements, includes separate 
programs of classical, contempo- 
rary, big band, strings with swing. 
R. A. Campbell. 207 

Instrument databook and rental cata- 
log lists more than 3600 electronic 
instruments from a wide range of 
manufacturers, giving specifications 
and prices. Equipment is classified 
by types. A section covers rental 
rates and "blue- book" values for 
used instruments. Sales offices of 

(Continued on page 46) 

THE 

LEADE 

IN 

and Price!" 

Yes, quality, service and price 
on CATV systems are the rea- 
sons for Fort Worth Tower's po- 
sition as the industry's leading 
supplier. Experience gained as 
a pioneer supplier of CATV en- 
ables Fort Worth Tower to pro- 
vide you with a quality product 
at a price that is reasonable 
and attractive. 

Take advantage of our experi- 
ence. For assistance in systems 
planning, engineering and com- 
plete systems quotations . . . 

CALL OR WRITE TODAY 

otta 200,r,t.4 7~t 
COMPANY, INCORPORATED 

P.O. Box 8597, Fort Worth, Texas 
(817) JE 6 -5676 

-Associated Companies - 
Tommy Moore, Inc. 

Big State Engineering, Inc. 
Tower Construction Finance, Inc. 
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. . . for your every broadcasting need, and with 100% 

financing!! It's faster, easier, and less costly for you to 

let SPARTA service your needs. 

A telephone call right now will put you in touch with 
people familiar with the entire spectrum of broadcasting, 
including audio consoles, tape cartridge systems, auto- 
mation, transmitters and antennas. Plus a wide selection 
of accessory products! 

A smooth and profitable operation is yours with 
SPARTA equipment because value is built in, in such a 

September, 1971 -BM /E 

way that dollar for dollar you can't find a better buy in 

quality broadcast products. From a complete station - 
transmitter package to a microphone for your producticm 
studio, SPARTA can fill your requirements faster, easiE -, 
and less costly than ever before!! 

Call, write, or wire us today and we'll send you colorful 
brochures showing our complete line of transmitters and 
antennas, automation, and studio equipment. Let us help 
you plan your next equipment purchase using our 100% 

financing plan. SPARTA HAS EVERYTHING!!! 

S PARTA ELECTRONIC CORPORATION 
5651 FLORIN -PERKINS ROAD SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA 95628 (9161 383 -5353 

14616 SOUTHL AWN LANE, ROCKVILLE, MARYLAND 20650 

A DIVISION OF COMPUTER EQUIPMENT CORPORATION 

Circle 120 on Reader Service Card 
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The Top 
Turntable 

is Spotmaster's new Studio Pro B, 
offering instant start and the tightest cue 
potential in the industry. Heavy duty hys- 
teresis motor drives a 61/2 lb. machined 
aluminum platter in a solid -cast aluminum 
chassis for inaudible rumble, lowest wow 
and flutter. Indicator lights tell speed (33 
or 45) at a glance, and speeds can be 
changed with platter in motion. Detachable 
mounting plate (accepts any tonearm), in- 
tegral 45 spindle and neutral cue position 
are other features ... all for just $198.00. 

And an 
Outstanding 
New Tonearm 

. is the Spotmaster stereo BE -402 
(mounted on Studio Pro B above), which 
combines reasonable cost, rugged design 
and professional specs. Features include 
high compliance for modern stereo cart- 
ridges, minimum tracking error, anti -skating, 
low mass, quick- change head, easy single - 
hole mounting .. . for only $54.95. 

Complete line of Gray professional arms and 
all broadcast quality phono cartridges also 
available at competitive prices. 

And the Best 
Turntable 
Preamp 

. is our new Model TT -22, all solid state, 
modular, stereo equalized and completely 
self- contained. Features separate balance/ 
level controls, high output (+8dbm), phone 
jack . . . plus switchable and remotable 
rumble and scratch filters. Both stereo and 
mono models are available, starting at 
4121.50. Our time -tested TT -20B mono pre - 
amp and PR -4C power supply (will power up 
to 4 preamps) are also available, providing 
top performance at economy prices. 

...all from 
Spotmaster 
PLUS a complete range of accessories for 
both turntable and cartridge tape operation. 
Write for details. 

BROADCAST ELECTRONICS, INC. 
A Filmwaya Company 

8810 Brookville Rd., Silver Spring, Md. 20910 
(301) 588 -4983 
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NEW LIT continued 

manufacturers are listed. Leasamet- 
ric. 208 

Automatic broadcast video cassette 
recorder /reproducer, ACR -25, is de- 
scribed in six -page brochure, with 
complete specifications. Ampex. 209 

"Sampled Video Techniques," by 
Glen R. Southworth, covers the use 
of TV camera tubes as data collec- 
tors in sampling applications. Paper 
shows how the high data rate and 
other characteristics of vidicon tubes 
can be put to good use in research 
and industry. Colorado Video. 210 

Drop -line materials and grounding 
equipment for CATV are covered in 
two catalogs. Included are cable, 
attachment hardware, connection de- 
vices, passive devices, rods, clamps, 
straps, ground wire moulding. Anix- 
ter-Pruzan. 211 

Intrusion and fire alarm products 
are listed in a 64 -page catalog. Ap- 
plications, principles of operation, 
and specifications are covered in 
detail. Mountain Alarm Supply. 212 

Digital audio delay, a 6 -page bro- 
chure, describes the Delta Tau 
Model 101 Digital Audio Signal 
Delay Unit. Use in a number of ap- 
plications is outlined, including pub- 
lic address, studio recording, satel- 
lite transmission, film transfer, 
quadraphonic sound. Gotham Audio. 

213 

A -V Catalog, lists products of 115 
manufacturers of audio -video tape 
and accessories, tape recorders, lan- 
guage laboratories, high fidelity 
equipment, CCTV, motion picture 
equipment, video recorders, broad- 
cast equipment. Sonocraft, 29 West 
36th St., New York 10011. 

Microphone bulletin on microphone 
cord with on -off switch built in de- 
scribes construction and application. 
Switchcraft. 214 

Booklet for dx hobbyists tells how 
to get started, equipment to use, 
operation plans, on TV, FM and 
VHF public service radio bands. 
Twenty -five cents. TV -FM DX As- 
sociation, P.O. Box 5001 -BM, Mil- 
waukee, Wisc. 

Audio /video equipment, including 
27- channel media mix control, four - 
channel Quadra Que programmer, 
automatic dissolves, projectors, 
others described in catalog. Spindler 
and Sauppé. 215 

Cable -holding devices booklet for 
single, dual coax and figure -8 cable, 
including dead -ends, teletap con- 
nectors, telegrips, telesplices. Pre- 
formed Line Products. 216 

Me Martin 
SCA TeX Mint p ers 
Recei xclur 
"State of the art" design. rovides high 

GTIO 
minimum 

maintenance, UNtsT é eption, ¡um maiC quality reliability. 
field Proven 
Rules, Part 

15' 

TR-66B 
Most 
advanced 
SCA receiver 
on the market- plug-in amp 

Accommodates 
p mike input. 

modules plus balanced 

TR -55 
McMartin's bination unequalled cor economy. 

For of high performance 
and 

25 

Available with matching 
10, 

complete 75 watt (FtMSI 

information 
and 

including 
details 

on.new TR-E1 

educational 
receiver 

write: 

McMartin industries, 
inc. 

605 68102 
Omahaha, 

Broadcast round Music 
Bac S 
Com,,,erciat Sound 
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KTMS -FM Santa Barbara - 
another happy user of the new 

AITKEN INTEGRATED 
CIRCUIT AUTOMATION 

WE'VE COME A LONG WAY .. . 

TOO. We started in 1959 providing 
the budget minded station with re- 
liable state -of- the -art Automation 
We've never lost sight of our goals. 
We still produce ultra -reliable low cost 
automation, now with all Integrated 
Circuit Control. Pictured are the main 
units -Random Access Carousel Con- 
trol (not pictured) also available. We'll 
send you the HOW and WHY from 
the Instruction Manual. 

AITKEN COMMUNICATIONS, INC. 

701 South Tenth Street 
Taft, California 93268 

Telephone (805) 765 -5403 
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' Location photograph courtesy KTTV Metromedia Television /Channel 11, Lc a Angeles. 

New low price 
for instant replay: $5 /hour 
TeleMation's* VIDEODISC VDR -1000 Instant Replay NTSC Recorder 
The $19,000 you save when you buy it (initial cost of chief 
competitive unit, about $75K; of VIDEODISC, about $56K) 
is just the beginning- Our single -disc, two -head design 
(much simpler than our chief competitor's two -disc, four - 
head unit) means fewer dropouts, higher reliability, and 
lower operating cost. 
When you average out initial equipment purchase and 
disc /head replacement costs for the Leading competitive 
unit -we'll call it Brand A -you come up with $18.00 to 
$20.00 an hour. The VIDEODISC VDR -1000, on the other 
hand, costs about $5.00 an hour. That's a saving of up to 
$15.00 for every hour that you use it. 
So much for the economy story -there's more. 
For example, the clearest, sharpest stop -action, slow- 
motion and time -lapse images you've ever seen. The only 
disc recorder that provides full 4.2 Mliz bandwidth, with 
retention of luminance level in stop action and slow motion. 
Five speeds instead of two or three. Visual fast -forward 
and last- reverse at any speed, including time lapse. Joy- 
stick speed control. Twenty indicator lamps to show you 

exact head position second -by- second. Chromecote' pro- 
prietary protection to extend d sc and head life. Disc design 
proven in long -term computerized data processing appli- 
cations. Rugged construction and packaging for oLtstand- 
ing mobile operation. Modular design and built -in test 
circuits for easy maintenance anywhere. Test -panel access 
to all critical signal test points. Plus the fact that ycu don't 
have to replace heads just to change a disc. 
If you can't see the point in working harder, worrym 3 more, 
and paying four times the price for performancetlat falls 
short of ours, can or write us for a VIDEODISC demonstra- 
tion. Instantly. 
The "Instant Replay' product line developed over the years by DMI has beet assumed 

by TeleMation. This product will henceforth have the financial, engineering r nd market- 
ing background and support of TeleMatiun. 

T m .Mu i:e -I, 
P.C. Box 15068, Salt Lake City, Utah 841 5 
Phone: 801-487-5399 

TeleMazion systems /sales offices in Albuquerque, Atlanta, Burlingame (Cal.), Chicago, Dallas, Denver, Houston, Indianapolis, Las Vegas, Little Rock, Los Angeles, Milin.ikee, 
Needlhala Heights (Boston area), New York City, Norwalk iConn.), Phoenix; St. Louis, Salt Lake City, San Diego, Tulsa, Washington, D.C 
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Now! 8- Channel 

Audio Distribution 

Amoliflor from 
i 

!. 

8 independent amplifiers 
which can be connected to 
one or more sources. 

Self- contained Power Supply. 

Bridging Inputs. 

Maximum Output: +15 DBM. 

S/N Ratio: 90 DB 

at maximum output. 

Compact Size: 

3 "x51/4 "x101 /4" 

Only 

$245 

For complete details 
write today to: 

Model 
DA415-8 

FAIRCHILD 
Sound Equipment Corporation 

10 -40 45th Ave.,L.I.C., N.Y. 11101- 

AUDIO FILE 

Continued from page 12 

In any matrix system, the de- 
signer must choose his trade -offs 
between separation from front -to- 
hack, or from side -to -side; total 
separation between each channel 
and all the others is not possible 
with a coded system. Columbia 
chose to put very high separation 
between the two sides, and less 
between front and back, as a result 
of extensive investigation of the 
psychoacoustics of four- channel 
listening. A principle Columbia 
calls "Front Source Dominance" 
gives the listener the sense that a 
sound is in front, if the front signal 
is moderately stronger than the 
back. 

Thus in the SQ system the two 
front channels are carried unal- 
tered through the encoding and de- 
coding, providing very high left - 
right separation and giving the 
recording full stereo effectiveness 
when played on a two -channel sys- 
tem. 

The hack channels also are 

given very high left -right separa- 
tion by means of the helical mod- 
ulation. This is produced as fol- 
lows: the left -hack signal appears 
in both of the encoded channels, 
but the two versions are in quad - 
rature relation. When they are ap- 
plied to the stereo cutter, the tip 
motion will be circular, and the 
track on the record helical. The 
right -back signals are similarly en- 
coded, but in such phase that the 
tip of the cutter circles in the op- 
posite direction from its motion 
for the left -back signal. The de- 
coder can separate the two signals 
with extremely small cross -talk. 

Several other novel psychoa- 
coustic effects are put to use in the 
system; they will be covered in our 
detailed report on the system. 

Decoders will be available in 
an inexpensive "straight" version, 
and also in a somewhat more 
costly version that includes simple 
logic circuitry to increase the sep- 
aration automatically under cer- 
tain signal conditions. In listening 
tests, the two versions produced 
identical results a good part of the 
time; there was a sense of a slight 

opening up and sharpening of 
placement with the logic version 
at times. 

However, BM /E believes that 
most listeners will judge the results 
in either version substantially "per- 
fect" as four- channel stereo: only 
careful comparison with discrete 
tour- channel reproduction, as al- 
ready noted, brought out the sys- 
tem's tiny lapses from the four - 
channel "ideal." -Robin Lanier 

Audio File Feedback 
"Your new audio section is GREAT," 
has been the acclaim of hundreds of 
readers. We thank you. Ed Johnson, 
Bedford, N.Y., was definitely posi- 
tive when he said it was "definitely 
a good section." However, John 
Foote, Pittsburgh, Pa., was a little 
more cautious in his praise. He saw 
it as "a potentially good idea." We'll 
go along with Foote. This section will 
be as good as our inputs. Let's hear 
from you. (Thanks, W. A. Craig, 
Grayson, Ky., for your comments on 
Berliner's comments. We'll publish 
them next month.) 

the Tracor 6500 
Carrier Generator System 

6gt 

stops «grade B "coverage loss 
Co- channel interference is essentially 
eliminated adding solid audience to your 
coverage. 

With a TRACOR 650) Carrier Generator 
System driving each transmitter. co- channel 
carriers are held so constant Iwithin 0.05 Hz) 

that visibility of the heat pattern is reduced 
16 db. The inherent stability of atomic fre- 
quency standards also eliminates the need 

48 

for constant adjustment ... making the 6500 
ideal for remote -site operations. 

For more information, contact TRACOR. 
manufacturers of the 65(X), Carrier stabili- 
zation systems, sub carrier sync systems, 

and video failure alarms. 

TRACOR 
Industrial Instruments Division 

6500 Tracer Lane. Austn, Texas 78721. AC 512/926 -2800 
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Start with what fits your format, add only 
as your needs change, with an IGM 500 system 

Over 400 installations - including 
more in the last year than any other 
automation system - prove the value 
and merit of IGM 500 equipment. 

Basic unit consists of timer module, 
channel modules, master start, step 
and stop control, monitor system and 
built -in silence sensor. Modular op- 
tions available at the start, or which 
may be added later include: 

1. Instacarts - for instant access, 
random or sequential, to 12, 24 or 
48 standard NAB "A" size cartridges. 
No waiting time for search. All silicon, 
solid state. 

September, 1971 -BM /E 

2. MOS memory, providing up to 
999 -step control and switching for 
up to seven inputs. Direct random 
access for easy programming. Allows 
back to back use of all sources. 

3. Peg clocks permit scheduling 
features during one time period, then 
again in any later time period. 

4. More music or talk modules. 

5. Music sequencer perm is music 
modules to be sequenced in any order 
up to 10 or 20 steps. 

6. Automatic program logger for 
printed record of time and channel 

source, plus coded verificatic n if 
desired. 

7. Time, or time and temperature 
announcer, fully automatic. 

8. Reel to reel transports - add 
as needed. Or add studio or live rlike, 
remote, multiple cartridge play:ack 
or real -time switcher for network 
tie -in. 

The experience of most IGM 500 
users -big and little, AM and FM- 
is that ratings, sales and profits gi up 
and stay up. Why not invite an IGM 
representative to suggest the ight 
equipment for your operation? 

For "tomorrow's engineering today" in automation equipment 
plus the widest choice of programming for radio, write or call 

IGM, P.O. Box 943, Bellingham, Wa. 98225. (206) 733 -4567. 
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NAB -At its regular semi -annual 
meeting at the end of June, the Na- 
tional Association of Broadcasters 
elected the following, among oth- 
ers: Chairman of the Board, R. W. 
Chapin, president of Stuart Enter- 
prises, a chain of midwest stations, 
Lincoln, Nebraska; Chairman of 
the Television Board, A. Louis 
Read, president of WDSU -TV, New 
Orleans; Chairman of the Radio 
Board, Andrew M. Ockershausen, 
secretary- treasurer of the Evening 
Star Broadcast Group, Washing- 
ton, D.C. . Chapin pinpointed 
major issues facing broadcasters as 
the political spending bill and 
broadcast license renewals . . 

Vincent Wasilewski, president of 
the NAB hit the proposed agree - 

(Continued on page 5Z 
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Commission nevertheless recom- 
mended its use on a pro -tem basis 
while the industry worked to de- 
velop a UHF system fully com- 
parable to the VHF system. 

Land Mobile Given Air Space 
in UHF -TV Band 
The Commission has adopted a 
plan for sharing of the 470 -512 
MHz band between UHF television 
and land mobile stations. Each of 
the TV channels, 14 through 20, is 
divided into 120 land mobile chan- 
nels, each of those consisting of 
two 25 kHz frequencies, one for 
base station use and one for mobile 
unit use. The frequencies will be 
assigned in "pools," each pool to 
cover a compatible group, as a 
public safety pool, a business and 
taxi pool, etc. 

FCC Briefs ... 
Rules limiting radiation from tele- 
vision cameras and TV cartridge 
and video players, to confine inter- 
ference potential within a few feet 
from the device, were proposed by 
the FCC. Motorola petitioned for 
the rules to guide design of its Elec- 
tronic Video Recorder (EVR) play- 
back unit. The rules would also 
apply to the many other video play- 
back units now sold or soon to ap- 
pear ... Broadcasting the winning 
lottery number in New Jersey is il- 
legal under the law prohibiting the 
"promotion of a lottery," the FCC 
ruled. It cannot be considered sim- 
ply a news broadcast (although it 
has a news value), because it is 
helpful to the conduct of the lottery 
and mainly of interest only to those 
who actually hold tickets. 

Association Actions 
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NEWS continued from page 8 

available at moderate cost to com- 
munity groups and individuals. The 
Center will also supply an advisory 
and technical service to help users 
develop material suitable for cable - 
cast. 

TelePrompTer, which serves the 
northern half of Manhattan, invited 
a passel of officials, celebrities, and 
community leaders to an all -day 
block party. Many of them took 
part in "opening -day" programs on 
the public channel. 

Irving Kahn, TelePrompTer 
chairman, called the new channel 
"an electronic soapbox, as open as 
possible to all segments of the 
community we serve." 

Kodak Center to 
Train Film Users 
Eastman Kodak Company opened 
an elaborately equipped, four - 
building Marketing Education 
Center at Riverwood, N.Y. The 
MEC will train users, dealers, 
and Eastman personnel in every 
aspect of film utilization. 

Texscan, Jerrold Will 
Combine Test Equipment 
Jerrold Electronics and Texscan 
Corporation jointly announced 
that the CATV -MATV test prod- 
ucts of the two companies will be 
combined under a single Jerrold - 
Texscan label, to be manufactured 
by Texscan and marketed by Jer- 
rold. 

TCI to Supply Web Links 
for NBC, CBS, ABC in West 
A 436 -mile microwave relay 
route linking Portland, Oregon, 
with Seattle, Yakima, and Spo- 
kane, Washington, is being installed 
by Telecommunications, Inc. of 
Denver, to supply video network 
paths for NBC, CBS, and ABC. 
The FCC granted authority for the 
microwave trunk in May 1971. 
Previous service over the route has 
been by AT &T microwave. The 
new trunk is slated to be ready 
in November 1971. TCI already 
supplies microwave network links 
for CBS and NBC between Denver 
and Salt Lake City, and for ABC 
for various links in Arizona and 
Texas. In addition, TCI facilities 
feed 111 cable systems in 17 
states. 

Business Briefs .. . 

In one of the largest deals ever 
made, Fairchild Industries bought 

KLIF, Dallas, for $10.5 million 
cash. The 50 -kw- daytime, 5 -kw- 
nighttime, AM station was sold 
by the McLendon Corporation, 
which retains a number of other 
radio and television stations . . . 

Cypress Communications, of Los 
Angeles, which has added 28 sys- 
tems to its cable chain in the past 
year, is seeking additional fran- 
chises in more than 40 cities, the 
company announced. Cypress is 
already the fourth largest CATV 
firm in the U.S. with about 2500 
miles of trunk line in about 100 
communities ... According to the 
Television Bureau of Advertising, 
viewing per TV home climbed 
again in the first six months of 
1971 to an all -time peak of 6 
hours 12 minutes a day. The 1970 
January -June figure, previous 
high, was 6 hours 5 minutes . . 

In the same period, says the EIA, 
sales of color TV were 21% above 
the corresponding 1970 period, 
monochrome was up 5.2 %, and 
total radio sales were almost pre- 
cisely the same, gains in FM off- 
setting losses in AM . . . Temple 
University will offer the first 
post -doctoral studies in communi- 
cations, according to Dr. K. A. Har- 
wood, Dean of the School of Com- 
munications and Theatre. Program 
starts this fall (1971) ... Snelling 
and Snelling, Inc., an employment 
service with 550 offices in North 
and South America, will merge 
with Comcast Corporation of Bala 
Cynwyd, Penna., which operates 
CATV systems with 16,500 sub - 
scribers and holds franchises for 
additional systems in Philadelphia 
and other cities. Take note, any- 
body looking for sharp tips on 
how to apply for CATV jobs. 

FCC Actions: 

UHF Tuning 
The Commission has proposed 
amendment of the rules to allow 
use of a 70- position detent tuning 
system for UHF, with maximum 
variation from correct frequency 
limited to 3 MHz, and numerical 
readout for each channel; or, if 
all numbers are always visible, with 
every other channel numbered and 
markers between. 

The system was proposed by 
Sarkes Tarzian, and is said to take 
almost no space inside the receiver 
and to be low in cost. Noting that 
the system would not be as ac- 
curate as VHF tuning or the UHF 
memory systems now in use, the 
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Shopping for lenses? 
Compare Canon! 

Draw up a checklist that includes 
price, specifications and image bril- 
liance, then start comparing cata- 
logues. You'll probably come up with 
the Canon answer, like so many major 
camera producers -for broadcast 1" 
or 11/4" Plumbicon'! or CCTV 1" 
2/3" vidicon. 

Stack these two Canon popularity 
favorites against anything else on the 
market and see what we mean. 
The Canon TV Zoom Lens 

P17X30B2 has an impressive 
1:2.5 relative aperture at 

focal length range (440 - 
500mm), in spite of its 

17X zoom ratio. At 30- 
440mm it's a remarkable 
1:2.2, offering the same per- 
formance as our P10X20B, 
specially designed for maximum ver- 
satility with three different range 
extenders. 

Both are ideal for a variety of situa- 
tion, including dim lighting and open 

areas like field events. 
Here are some other examples of 

the wide Canon line: 

P10X20B 

Manual 

Name Range of Focal Length Zoom Ratio Maximum Relative Aperture 

1 ' Plumbicon P17 x 30B2 30 -500mm 1:17 F 2.2 

P10 x 20 20 -200mm 1:10 F 2.2 

1" Plumbicon PV17 x 24B 24- 400mm 1:17 F 1.8 

PV10 x 16 16 --160mm 1:10 F 1.6 

PV10 x 15B 15 -150mm 1:10 F 2.0 

1" Vidicon VIO x15 15 150mm 1 : 10 F 2.8 

V6 x 16 16.9 95mm 1: 6 F 2.0 

V5 x 20 20- 100mm 1: 5 F 2.5 

V4 x 25 25 -100mm 1: 4 F 1.8 

='S" Vidicon 110 x 13 13 -130mm 1:10 F 2.8 

J 6 x 13 13 76mm 1: 6 F 1.9 

15x15 15- 75mm 1: 5 F 2.1 

14x12 12.5- 50mm 1: 4 F 1.8 

Servo rized/Motor ized 

Name Range of Focal Length Zoom Ratio Maximum Relative Ape Lure 

11/4" Plumbicon P10 x 20B4 20 -200mm 1:10 F 2.2 

1" Vidicon V10 x 15R (DC) 

V6 x 16R (AC/DC) 
V4 x 25R(AC(DC,EE) 

15 -150mm 
16.9- 95rnm 

25-- 100mni 

1 : 10 

1: 6 

1: 4 

F 2.8 
F 2.0 

F 2.5 

CANON U.S.A., INC.: 64 -10 Queens Blvd., Woodside, New York 11377, U.S.A. Phone 212 -478- 
5600 CANON U.S.A.. INC.: 457 Fullerton Ave , Elmhurst, Illinois 60126, U.S.A. 'Phone 312 -833- 
3070 CANON OPTICS & BUSINESS MACHINES CO.. INC.: 3113 Wilshire Blvd . Los Angeles, 
California 90005,U S.A. Phone 213- 384 -3113 CANON AMSTERDAM N.V.: Gebouw 70, Schiphol 
Oost, Holland CANON LATIN AMERICA, INC.: Apartado 7022, Panama 5. Panama CANON INC.: 
9 -9. Ginza 5- chome, Chuo -ku. Tokyo 104, Japan 
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NEWS 

continued from page 50 

tween CATV operators and the 
movie industry, on payments for 
copyrighted material, as potentially 
destructive of the audiences of local 
TV stations. He said the proposed 
agreement would allow CATV op- 
erators to import distant signals, in 
competition with local stations, on 
payment of nominal fees . 

Wasilewski applauded the appoint- 
ment by President Nixon of a panel 
to develop proposals for a compre- 
hensive CATV policy. He said it 
was "heartening" that the White 
House recognized the importance 
of developing CATV in such a 
way that free broadcasting is not 
disrupted . . . Research findings 
published by the NAB early in July 
show, according to the NAB, that 
newspaper ownership of broadcast 
stations does not cut down the free 
flow of news. The study was made 
for the NAB by the Ohio Univer- 
sity Broadcast Research Center. 
The analysis covered over 700 
broadcast news scripts and news- 
paper tear sheets from 49 different 
communities. A major finding, ac- 
cording to NAB, is that newspaper- 

owned stations were likely to show 
more divergence from their sister 
papers in handling the news than 
stations not owned by the news- 
papers in the comparison ... The 
NAB's newly -formed engineering 
advisory committee, which will 
serve for two years, met and dis- 
cussed coding of commercials, new 
coverage contours, new test signals 
and remote control of TV. Chair- 
man is Ben Wolfe, Post -Newsweek 
Stations. William Honeycutt, 
KDFW -TV, Dallas, was named to 
head up a subcommittee on auto- 
matic transmitters and Al Chis- 
mark of Meredith Corp., Syracuse, 
was named to chair the tower -icing 
subcommittee. A yet -to -be -named 
representative from CBS will head 
the unit on aural modulation. 

NCTA- Capacity for program 
origination is spreading quite rap- 
idly through the cable industry, ac- 
cording to a report issued by the 
National Cable Television Associa- 
tion. Of 1206 respondents to a 
survey, 422 had origination equip- 
ment, an increase of nearly 30% 
over last year. At the time of the 
survey, 284 cablecast on a regu- 
larly scheduled basis. Some 348 
systems in the survey have over 

3500 subs ... NCTA asked the 
FCC to solve the problem of TV 
receiver incompatibility with the 
multi -channel (more than 12) cable 
systems that apparently will be re- 
quired by the FCC in the near 
future. The cable systems can eas- 
ily add the additional channels, 
said NCTA, but for practical rea- 
sons they must all, with present re- 
ceivers, be converted at the set 
to the 12 VHF assignments. This 
adds a cost and tuning burden on 
the viewer. An FCC requirement 
that TV sets have 20, 40, even 60 
positions of electronic or detent 
tuning would eliminate the trouble. 

NAEB -President W. G. Harley of 
the National Association of Educa- 
tional Broadcasters said, after Con- 
gress approved $13 million for the 
facilities program of educational 
stations: "We are grateful that 
Congress has appropriated the 
highest level of funding so far for 
educational broadcasting facilities" 
. . . More than 6000 persons are 
expected at the October 17 -20 an- 
nual convention of NAEB in Mi- 
ami Beach, being planned under 
the direction of James Fellows, 
NAEB Secretary. About 60 firms 
will exhibit equipment. 

new production techniques 
Rotating 
quad split 

Rotating 
split 

IIpk 

Iii . , 

110 

1111111111 

p s 
A family of windshield wipes (8) 

Enjoy the competitive edge in your market 
with these exclusive production 
techniques. 
Write or call: 812/332 -7251 

SARKES TARZIAN, INC. 
Broadcast Equipment Division 
Bloomington, Indiana 47401 
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Compressor-Limiter 

Amplifier 

(The Great Leveler) 

You can stop riding gain now, even when 
a shouter and whisperer are on the 
same talk show. The Model CLA 20/40 
Compressor- Limiter Amplifier does it 
automatically ... instantaneously . . 

for both AM and FM. Switchable controls 
permit symmetrical (FM) or asymmetri- 
cal (AM) peak limiting; pre- emphasized 
or flat response; compress /limit, corn- 
press only, or compress /limit off. Auto- 
matic gain control range is 40 dB dy- 
namic, and the compression ratio is 
better than 10:1. All solid state, plug -in 
modular construction assures trouble - 

free reliability. Write for complete de- 
tails. 

BROADCAST ELECTRONICS, INC. 
A Fllmway Company 

8810 Brookville Rd. , Silver Spring, Md. 20910 
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USE BM /E's CLASSIFIED 
MARKETPLACE TO REACH 

OVER 26,000 BROADCASTERS! 
Please run the ad attached in BM/I s 

CLASSIFIED MARKETPLACE in your nest-. 
12 issues 6 issues 

3 issues Li 1 issue 

NAME 

Station or Co. 

Address 

City State 
BM /E, Classified Advertising Departmes t, 
Blue Ridge Summit, Pa. 17214. 

BM /E CLASSIFIED MARKETPLACI 
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES 

DISPLAY CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING: $22.50 per inch lx; $22.00 per inch 3x; $21.00 per inch 6x; $20.00 
per inch 12x. ALL OTHER CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING 25¢ per word; minimum $3.00. BLIND BOX NUMBER: 

No extra charge. Replies sent to address below will be forwarded to you. PAYABLE IN ADVANCE; send 
check with order. CLOSING DATE: 5th of 2nd month preceding issue date. 

BM /E, Monterey and Pinola Avenues, Blue Ridge Summit, Pa. 17214 Phone 717/794 -21 

, 
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HELP WANTED 

New AM station going on air late fall 1971 
needs newsmen and announcers. Send resume, 
references, salary requirements, and audition 
tape to: Program Director, WGLX Radio, 
Box 161, Galion, Ohio 44833. 
SENIOR APPLICATIONS ENGINEER: Re- 
quires program management capability with ex- 
perience in design and installation of television 
studios and remote vehicles. Must have in -depth 
knowledge of color television cameras, telecine 
systems, tape recorders, and auxilliary equip- 
ment. Send resume in confidence to Box Num- 
ber 971 -1, c/o BM /E. 
WANTED: Helical Scan VTR specialist. Should 
be experienced in Ampex and IVC machines. 
Good Salary, stock options and other benefits 
in addition to fine Florida weather. We are not 
looking for a beginner, but someone that can 
troubleshoot helical scan VTR's and color cam- 
eras. Send resume to: Videx, Incorporated, P.O. 
Box 15385, Orlando, Florida 32808, ATTEN- 
TION: James D. Ivey. 
Chief Engineer wanted for commercial -power 
listener -sponsored FM station. Little money, 
much fulfilment. L. K. Bolef, KDNA Radio, 
4285 Olive St., St. Louis, Mo. 63108. 

POSITIONS WANTED 

Ready for small market management -8 yrs. 
broadcasting all phases -2 yrs. communications 
director for large religious organization. Col - 
lege-4 yrs. broadcasting major, business minor. 
1st. phone, family, self -starter. Jack Rabito, 4 
Forest Hills Lane, Boca Raton, Fla. 36432. 305- 
395 -9123. 
DJ with 3rd endorsed 4 years experience in all 
areas seeking permanent employment, willing 
to work for advancement. Will relocate to sta- 
tion with best advancement program. 834 Cedar - 
brook Ct., Flat River, Mo. 63601. 314 -431 -5818. 
Gospel DJ. Experienced in TV- radio, depend- 
able, creative. Jay Godwin. 1514 N.W. 82 St., 
Miami, Fla. 33147. Phone 696 -6386. 
First phone. College, veteran, 22, Bill Wade 
grad., married, will relocate. Call Wayne Meier, 
408 -262 -2050. 3513 Madrid Dr., San Jose, Calif. 
95132. 
1st class ticket announcer needs break. Some ex- 
perience. Mary Patton, 2217 E. 2nd, Spokane, 
Wash. 99202. 
Ambitious beginner, third phone, looking for 
first job. Write John Calvarese, 1214 Tasker St., 
Philadelphia, Penna. 

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE 

SCULLY TAPE RECORDERS: Mono. 2, 4, 8, 
12, & 16 track models plus 270 automatic play- 
ers. Some models in stock now. W.A.L. custom 
audio control consoles & console modules. 
Solid state 120 Watt power Amps. We buy and 
rebuild Scully lathes. WIEGAND AUDIO LAB- 
ORATORIES, INC. R.D. 3, Middleburg, Pa. 
17842. 717- 837 -1444. 
SOLID -STATE AUDIO PLUG -IN OCTAL (1" 
Dia x 2" H) modules. Mic preamps, disc & 
tape preamp- equalizers, tape bias ose. & record 
amps., power amps & power supplies. Send for 
free catalog and audio applications. Opamp 
Labs.. 172 So. Alta Vista Blvd., Los Angeles. 
Cal- 90036 
FIELD STRENGTH METER. 540 KHz to 
5MHz, Ten microvolts to 10 volts per meter. 
New solid state design, long battery life. 
Stable, accurate calibration. Free literature. 
Solar Electronics, 901 No. Highland Ave., 
Hollywood, Cal. 90038. 
AMERICA'S LARGEST STOCK AND CON- 
SIGNMENT LISTING of new and used broad- 
cast and recording equipment. We trade -sell and 
buy. THE MAZE CORPORATION, P.O. Box 
6636, Birmingham, Ala. 35210. 
RCA TS 40 solid state switching system with 
effects in good working condition, available in 
April 1971 at an attractive price, four years old. 
Contact Vital Industries, Inc., 3614 S.W. Archer 
Rd., Gainesville, Fla. 32601 -or phone 904-378- 
1581. 

September, 1971 -BM /E 

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE (cont'd) PROGRAM SERVICES (con'dl 

B &W portable production unit. 3- vidicon cam- 
eras (2- viewfinders), assorted lens. 2 -9" rack 
monitors, 1 -11" rack monitor and 1 -19" VTR 
Receiver. 1 -6 input rack switcher /fader. Altec 
5 channel rack mike mixer and an intercom 
unit. 3- headsets, 2 mikes and all cables. Sony 
3600 E.LAJ -1 VTR with 2 -reels of tape. Rack 
equipment in 2 portable cases. All in A -1 con- 
dition. $2500.00. Tom Gilchrist, early morning 
and evening. (316) 722 -5116. 
ELECTRO -VOICE microphones and all acces- 
sories; stands, windscreens, etc., sold at com- 
petitive broadcast wholesale prices. We can 
also handle your Electro -Voice microphone 
repairs. PROFESSIONAL AUDIO SERVICES, 
P.O. Box 1953, Fort Worth, Texas 76101. 
IGM automation. 2 Scully reel playbacks, 1 

carousel, 3 cartridge, time announcer, network 
switcher, and complete control system. $12,500. 
Buyer to handle transportation. Contact Jim 
Thompson, WGIL, 60 S. Kellog, Galesburg, Ill. 
61401. 
Save 50% on a nearly new Schafer 332 logger 
recorder; will handle both AM & FM -also have 
an electronic research type 425 25KW Isolation 
Transformer- Isolate your FM on an AM tower 
any reasonable offer -Frank Carman, KLUB- 
KWIC. Box 389, Salt Lake City, Utah 84110. 
Ampex 300, 350, 352, 400, 450 users, for greater 
S/N ratio. replace first playback stage 12SJ7 
with our plug -in transistor preamp. For specifi- 
cation write VIF INTERNATIONAL, PO Box 
1555, Mtn. View, Ca. 94040. 
KR -1 Kinescope Recorder, Auricon camera 
NOT included. Make offer. C. E. Productions, 
Inc. RR #3 Box 256, Valpariso, Ind. 66383. 
219-462-1842. 
4 -650 ft. towers $6500.00 each. Many more. 
Ground wire 85¢ per xx. lb. Bill Anele, Box 
55, Greenville, N.C. 27834. Tel. 919- 752 -3040. 
The complete and reliable source for new and 
used broadcast equipment. Request our free 
listings. Broadcast Equipment and Supply Co., 
Box 3141. Bristol. Tennessee 37620. 
RCA antenna for sale . 6 bay horizontal 
model BFA -6A and vertical hay model 3006V- 
CB -cut for a frequency of 95.1 me with RCA 
power divider. Will sacrifice. Write WRBS -FM 
3600 Georgetown Rd; Baltimore. Md. 21227. 
Our latest used equipment bulletin is out! If you 
have not received your copy. write us. The Male 
Corporation, P.O. Box 6636, Birmingham, Ala- 
bama 35210. 

MISCELLANEOUS FOR SALE 

Call letter items -jewelry, mike plates, banners, 
decals, bumper strips, magnetic signs, audience 
builders. spot sales incentives, promotions. 
Write Radio -TV Publicizers, Box 534, Dept. 
BME, Scottsboro, Ala. 35768. 

MISCELLANEOUS WANTED 

Want tapes of old deejay programs, any year, 
quality not important. Write Box 971 -2. c/o 
BM /E. 

EXISTENTIAL PHILOSOPHY 

SEX AND BROADCASTING 
The robber barons of broadcasting. How 
do they work? Why does their greed affect 
you? Subscribe to weekly KTAO Guide and 
find out. Intro. rate $3 for 5 months. Or 
$7.50 for guide and The Myrkin Papers, 
a book about sin & sex in the control 
rooms of America. 

KTAO, Los Gatos, California 95030. 

PROGRAM SERVICES 

"Free" Catalog . Everything for the dee- 
jay! Comedy, books, airchecks, wild tracks, old 
radio shows, and more! Write: Command, Box 
26348 -A, San Francisco 94126. 

Automation broadcasters! Custom prograriming 
for high speed -multiple duplicator price+! Or 
looking for specialized libraries like "C entry 
Gentleman Instrumentals ?" CnB Studios. 3415 
Beresford Ave., Belmont, Cal. 94002. 

TECHNICAL SERVICES 
VIDEO TAPE- CLEANING SERVICE 

For 1" or 2" Tape 
Removes up to 70% of Video Dropout -Ninds 
Tape with Constant Tension and a Flat Pack. 
Will not Harm or Deteriorate Recording or Tape 
-Increases Tape Life -Head Life- Generst Per- 
formance. Information and Rates from Tele- 
vision Equipment Associates, Box 1391, Ba.-ville, 
New York. Phone (516) 628 -8068. 
CUSTOM CARTRIDGE RELOADING atd re- 
furbishing. Fidelipac replacement parts and 
cartridges. Write us today for prices. PROFES- 
SIONAL AUDIO SERVICES, BOX 1952. FT. 
WORTH. TEX. 76101. 
BROADCAST TECHNICAL SERVICE CO. 

VIDEO EQUIPMENT SERVICE, CONS- RUC 
TION & INSTALLATION, CAMERAS - TR'S 
- MONITORS, COLOR, MONO, C ATV 
BROADCASTERS, CCTV. 

WRITE P.O. BOX 1271 
RAHWAY, NEW JERSEY 

201- 241 -7188 

INSTRUCTIONS 

FCC FIRST CLASS RADIOTELEPHONE LI- 
CENSE IN SIX WEEKS. Classes in El Paso, 
Dallas, Atlanta, Chicago, Cincinnati, D 'nver, 
Ft. Worth, Hartford, Houston, Memphis.: Riami 
Beach, Milwaukee, Minneapolis, Nashv :Ile New 
Orleans, Oklahoma City, St. Louis, Sat An- 
tonio, San Francisco, and Seattle. For inlirma- 
lion contact Elkins Institute, 2603 Inwood Road, 
Dallas, Texas 75235 (214) -357 -4001. 
First phone through tape recorded lessees at 
home plus one week personal instructs to in 
Washington, D.C., Atlanta, Boston, Detroit, 
New Orleans, Minneapolis, Seattle, Denver, 
Portland, Los Angeles. Proven results. Ou 17th 
year teaching FCC license courses. Bob Johnson 
Broadcast License Training, 1060D Dr ncan, 
Manhattan Beach, Calif. 90266. Phone 211 -379- 
4461. 
ATTENTION VETERANS! First class I cense 
in five weeks with complete theory and R C.A.- 
equipped laboratory training. Approvec for 
veterans. Tuition $333.00. Housing cost . 16.00 
per week. American Institute of Radio, 2622 
Old Lebanon Road, Nashville, Tenn. 7214. 
615- 889 -0469. 

CONSULTANTS 

JANSKY & BAILEY 
TeleCommunications Consulting 

Department 
CAN & CCTV 

Phone 202/296 -6400 
1812 K Street N.W. 

Washington, D.C. 20006 
Atlantic Research 

The Susquehanna Corporation 
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your liadeast equip moot 

against lightning surges 

with WIlKINSON 

AC lINE SUPN 

PROIECIORS 
Excessive voltage surges caused by light- 

ning, transformer arcing and induced transi- 
ents are everyday occurances that cause heavy 
damage to valuable broadcast equipment. 

Now through the use of WILKINSON voltage 
sensitive Line Surge, Protectors you can pro- 
tect your equipment from line surges that may 
exceed even twenty times the normal line 
voltage. 

A WILKINSON pulse compensated Line Surge 
Varister, is placed across a line of its rated 
voltage. Should a surge or increase of voltage 
occur, the resistance of the varister decreases 
at log scale as the voltage increases, thus act- 
ing as a momentary load or short circuit to the 
surge. WILKINSON Line Surge Protectors draw 
little or no current and are capacitor compen- 
sated for microsecond surges, thus damping 
all line disturbances as well as excessive volt- 
age increase. 

A small investment in WILKINSON Line Surge 
Protectors is your assurance that your valu- 
able broadcast equipment will not be damaged 
due to line surges. 

Model SIA -1 110 V. Single phase $150.00 

Model SIA -2 220 V. Single phase $250.00 

Model SIA -3 220 V. Three phase $350.00 

Model SIA -4 440 V. Three phase $450.00 

For complete details write to: 

{V ( ( _ 

ó 
.. ...4 - .. . 

ELECTRONIC ,<r 

1937 MacDADE.BLYD.'! WDDDLYN; PA.,19080. 
HDNE'f2167 . 6'a 

a, 
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Charles C. Lenz Jr. 
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JAMPRO HELPS YOU 

PENNY PINCH 
on your budget with a 

Newellipitically 
polarized 

Perforiqçl 
FM ANTENNA 

There's a reason for the name - 
it's Performance! 

It delivers a power rating of one 
kilowatt per bay (up to 8 bays) 
and can be field trimmed for min- 
imum VSWR! 

Built of marine brass and copper 
for lasting performance and qual- 
ity. Conveniently connects to a 
15 /s" EIA line. 

Don't sacrifice quality for price - 
call Jampro for the budget details 
on the Performer, the FM antenna 
especially for you! 

(916) 383-1177 

p rap t C] A M M 
ANTENNA COMPANY 

A DIVISION OF 
COMPUTER EQUIPMENT CORPORATION 

6939 Power Inn Road 

Sacramento, Calif. 95828 
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Now There's a 
Difference 
RCA VISTACON 

The RCA Vistacon is a direct replacement or 
the lead -oxide target camera tube you rraj' 
now be using. It has direct interchangeabili :y, 
with exactly the same physical dimensio-s, 
the same performance characteristics. 

TUBE FOR TUBE REPLACEMENT 
RCA REPLACE 

4592/R, 4592/G XQ1020R, XQ1020G 
4592/B, 4592/L XQ1020B, XQ1020L 
4591/R, 4591/G 55875R, 55875G 
4591/B, 4591/L 55875B, 55875L 

And equally important, it's fully compatible 
with any mix of tubes. For example, you can 
put a Vistacon 4592/G in a camera w :h 
XQ1020L, R and B tubes. 

The difference? Vistacon is made by RCA aid 
serviced by RCA. That means a top qual :y 
tube backed by the same RCA Field Er3i- 
neers you have come to depend upon for cc n- 

sultation or help whenever you want them. 
Next time you need a replacement, try an 
RCA Vistacon. Then maybe you won't the ik 
about interchangeability any more - you'll 30 

RCA all the way. 

For complete specifications and delivery n- 
formation, call your RCA distributor. 
RCA I Electronic Components, I Harrisc n, 
N.J. 07029. 

RCLI 
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Teledyne announces 
the introduction 

of their new Color 
Telefilm Recorder 

that transfers 
color tape to 

color film with 
remarkable quality. 

Teledyne Camera Systems' CTR -2 Color Telefilm Recorder. 

Extraordinary quality and practical 
economy from the outset. 

Teledyne has developed the first 
broadcast quality Color Telefilm 
Recorder. They knew that excellence 
was mandatory. A piece of equip- 
ment that wouldn't deliver sharp, 
clear, color - balanced 16mm film 
transfers would not stand up to your 
criteria. So, the system was perfected 
and then it was introduced. 

Engineering bottom line. 
Primary heart of the system is the 
camera (DBM -64B) which uses com- 
pressed air to pull down and stabilize 
the film in less time than the television 
vertical blanking period. Result is full 

frame recording without mid -field 
splice or shutter bar. 

System works for operator 
not the other way around. 

Human engineering, ease of opera- 
tion, and maintenance maximizes 
productivity. All components are im- 
mediately accessable. Test points on 
the printed circuit cards used with the 
built -in waveform monitor allow oper- 
ation, adjustment, and trouble shoot- 
ing without a separate oscilloscope. 
Slanted camera optical path is very 
convenient for magazine loading. 

It almost had to be Teledyne. 
You expect innovation from pioneers. 
Because the camera came first, from 
Teledyne, the system's development 
was only an extension. That camera 
revolutionized tape to film transfer 
and is clearly the industry's standard. 

Partial list of nomenclature 
that makes the point. 

DBM -64B Camera. Conrac RHM -19 
Display. Tektronic 528 Waveform 
Monitor. Modified Tektronic 602 "X- 
Y" Display. CBS Labs Mark II Image 
Enhancer. Rank Decoder. Maurer "F" 
Prime or Auricon "Modulite" Variable 
Area Recording Galvanometers. 
Teledyne CK -120 Magnetic Record- 
ing System. And so on. 

Giant step for the state of the art. 
Video tape production and 16mm 
broadcast and dupe transmission are 
now a quality reality. To learn more 
about this capability and making it 
available to your operation, contact 
Teledyne Camera Systems at 131 

North Fifth Avenue in Arcadia, Cali- 
fornia 91006. Telephone (213) 359- 
6691. They'll send you a reel sample. 

0 TELEDYNE CAMERA SYSTEMS 
Circle 131 on Reader Service Card 
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